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On The Asymptotic Theory of Tests of Independence 
Based on Bivariate Layer Ranks 
by George G. Woodworth 
O. Summary. Let x1 , x2 , ... , X be a sample drawn from a continuous ,,,_ ..,.. •n 
bivariate population with distribution H. th We define the q-,- quadrant 
layer-rank of X., denoted by t .," q = 1, ... ,4, j = l, ••• ,n, to be 
.,,.J qJ 
the number of points X., i = l, ••• ,n, such that Xi - X. is in the 
~i - -J 
ili ili ili {closed) q- quadrant {See figure 1.), and the q- quadrant r-- layer 
statistic, denoted by A(r){q), r = 1, ... ,n, q = 1, ... ,4, to be the number 
n-
f i · h th d 1 k 1 o po nts wit q-- qua rant ayer rans equa to r,{See figure 1.). 
In this paper we investigate the properties of certain tests of 
independence of the marginals of H rd based on F quadrant layer ranks, 
hereafter called layer rank tests, paying special attention to those 
based on linear combinations of~ quadrant* layer statistics. We 
prove asymptotic normality of the test statistics under the null and 
local alternative hypotheses, derive local asymptotic efficiencies 
(Pitman efficiencies) of these tests and show that in many cases an 
efficient test is found among the layer rank tests. We find the optimal 
(locally most powerful) number of the subclass of tests based on linear 
combinations of layer statistics and that of similar subclasses. Finally, 
we derive asymptotic efficiencies (Bahadur efficiencies) 
alternatives. 
* 
at distant 
The results will apply with obvious modifications to tests based 
st nd 11 th on 1-, 2- or -quadrant layer ranks, but not to tests which mix 
layer ranks from different quadrants. 
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Fig. 1 
A two dimensional sample of size 5. 
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Layer Ran~s, t .. 
--------........ -qJ 
1 2 ~ 4 
2 3 1 1 
2 2 1 5 
2 1 1 1 
2 2 5 1 
5 
1 
2 
3 
2 
For example, t 31 = 2 since l 2 -l1 
and li ~l are in the closed third. quadrant •. 
Layer Statistics, A;w. 
~ 1 2 3 4 5 
1 3 1 1 0 0 
2 1 3 0 0 1 
3 3 1 1 0 0 
4 1 3 0 0 1 
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1. Introduction. Tests based on layer ranks have been proposed at 
various times, some (but probably not all of them) are described here. 
The best known layer rank test of bivariate independence is the test 
based on Kendall's T-statistic, which, as we shall see later, is a 
rd linear function of the sum of the F quadrant layer ranks; tests of 
trend in a univariate time series based on layer statistics(l) were 
investigated by Foster and Stuart [ 7], who used the values (1.) A (1), ••• , 
n 
Aij(4) associated with the first layer only. More recently Parent [18] 
n 
investigated sequential tests based on layer ranks for equality of two 
populations(2) and for detecting the time at which the distribution of a 
sequence of independent observations changes. This paper bears little 
re.lation to the work of Foster and Stuart or of Parent and may be 
regarded as an extension of the theory of Kendall's :·~'.T.L.test of inde-
pendence. 
Although the notions of layer ranks and layer statistics are probably 
not new, the first systematic investigation of the properties of layer 
statistics is recent, being that of Sobel and Barndorff-Nielsen [20], 
who derived the distribution of the layer statistics and similar quantities 
under the assumption that the components of the sampled random vector 
are independent. We now present the results from [20] needed for this 
paper; we share with [20] the assumption that the marginal distributions 
of H are continuous. :,· .. : : 
(- .. , 
(l}Layer ranks in a sample from a time series are computed as in the 
bivariate case by -treating time as the X-component and the value of 
the time series at time x as the Y-component.of the two dimensional 
vector X = (X,Y). 
(2 )A time series is generated by sampling alternatively from each 
population, layer ranks are defined as in footnote (1). 
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Let the random vector Y. have components (X.,Y.), j = 1,2, ••• ,n, 
IIMJ J J t 
th let y[j] be the Y-component of the vector with the j- smallest 
~-component X(j); if the marginals of H are independent*, then 
Y[l]'•••, Y[n] are independent and identically distributed. Let t(j) 
rd ) be the :r-= quadrant layer rank of (X(j)'y[j] ; clearly, t(j) is the 
rank of Y[j] among Y[l]'•••, Y[j]' consequently, from the result of 
Dwass and Renyi, which also appears as Theorem 1.1 of Barndorff-Nielsen [Q,], 
we have: 
Lemma 1.1: If the marginals of H are independent, then -t~e) ~ (j) .. :are 
independent and P( t(.j) = i) 1 i = 1, ... ,j, j = l, ••• ,n. = j ' 
Statistics based on layer ranks have an invariance property which 
we now describe: Let Ri and s. be the rank. of xi among all the 1 
X's and Y. among all the Y's, i = l, ••• ,n. It is evident. that the layer 
1 
raµks depend 
Suppose H0(u,v) is a continuous :~df:.i'. with uniform (0,1) marginals. 
Lehmann (14] defines non-parametric equivalence classes of bivariate 
ddf!s. as follows: 
'J-< (H0 ) = (H(x,y): H(x,y) = H0(F{x),G(y)), 
F and Gare continuous univariate c4f's}. 
For example, if H8(x,y) is the bivariate normal ;,;:df".-·. with zero means, 
unit variances, and correlation B, then He is contained in the class 
generated by H0(u,v) = H8(~-
1(u), ~- 1(v)). As another example, 
J-{(uv) is the class of all .. · -cdf 's of continuous bivariate random 
vectors with independent components. 
From Lehmann [14], Theorem 7.1, we conclude that if T is a statistic 
based only on layer ranks, then the distribution of T is constant over 
the class l{ (H0) • For the sake of having a convenient term, we say 
* I.e., H{x,y) = F(x)G(y) for some distribution functions F and G. 
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that T is a marginal free statistic. 
Now suppose that {He: e E. 8 } is a family of bivariate distributions. 
rf .-!J:> is a property of a sequence of marginal free statistics 
{Tn = Tn (x1 , ••. , Xn)} which follows from the assumption that x1 , ••• , Xn 
is a sample from He, en£f), n = 1,2, .•• , then~ is also true if 
n 
each He is replaced by a member of its non-parametric class '9{(H0), 
where H0(u,v} = He(F01(u), G01(v)), and Fe(x) = He(x,oo) and 
G8(y} = He(oo,y) are the marginals of He. 
We conclude this section with a summary of the more interesting 
results of this paper; in an attempt to avoid being repetitious we use the 
symbol ucc to denote the qualifying phrase "under certain conditions". 
In the next section we introduce a class of nonparametric statistics, 
-li n .e,{°) . 
called layer-rank statistics, of the form: T (C) = n .E c (J.\ ,...l.._1), n - . 1 n J+ n+ J= 
where c (u,v) is a function defined inside the unit square. In Section 3 
n 
the asymptotic distribution of a statistic of this type is investigated 
both under the null hypothesis (independence) and under "local" alternatives. 
An explicit expression for the Pitman efficiency of sequences of tests 
based on layer-rank statistics (layer-rank tests) is derived (ucc) and a 
table of Pitman efficiencies of various layer-rank tests against specific 
alternatives is presented (TableIII). From this expression for the 
Pitman efficiency, an explicit expression for a sequence of layer-rank tests 
which is asymptotically locally most powerful (ALMP) against a fixed but 
arbitrary family of alternatives is derived (ucc). 
In Section 5 we consider a class of tests based on linear combinations 
of layer statistics (layer tests), which is a subclass of the class of 
layer-rank tests described above and contains the well-known Kendall's T 
test. We show that (ucc) the problem of finding the layer test having 
maximum Pitman efficiency against a fixed but arbitrary family of 
- 5 -
alternatives is equivalent to solving~ certain integral equation and 
the solution is explicitely obtained (ucc). As a special case it is shown 
tha~ against a certain family of alternatives,Kendall's T has maximum 
Pitman efficiency not only among all layer tests but also among all tests. 
Recalling the definition of Y[l]' ••• , Y[n] given earlier in this 
section and letting R[j] denote the rank of Y[j]' j = l, .•• ,n, among all 
the Y's, we note in Section 8 that (ucc) the locally most powerful test 
based on R[l]' ••• ,R[n] (we call such tests rank tests) is usually based 
\ n R[.] . 
on a statistic of the form S (~) = n- Eb (---1._1 ,_1_1), where b (u,v) is n· . 1 nn+ n+ n J= 
a function defined inside the unit square; a special case of this 
statistic was investigated by Bhuchongkul [3 ]. We show that (ucc) for 
every sequence of layer-rank tests based on statistics T (C) there is a 
n.-
corresponding sequence of rank tests based on Sn(qc) (and vice versa) 
and that the two sequences are indistinguishable in terms of Pitman 
efficiency; in other words, the Pitman efficiency of the tests based on 
Tn(~) with respect to the tests based on Sn(kc) is one against any 
family of alternatives (ucc). 
Although one cannot assert the superiority of rank or layer-rank 
tests on the basis of Pitman efficiency, layer-rank tests have the 
advantage that a more comprehensive efficiency description (Bahadur 
efficiency) than that offered by Pitman efficiency can be computed for 
layer-rank tests but not (at least not easily) for rank tests. 
Bahadur efficiency gives asymptotic relative efficiencies for each fixed 
alternative in contrast to Pitman efficiency which measures relative 
efficiency only for alternatives "near" the null. In Section 6 we derive 
(ucc) explicit expressions for the Bahadur asymptotic relative efficiency, 
against a fixed alternative,of a sequence of layer-rank tests with 
respect to either another sequence of layer-rank tests or the likelihood 
ratio test. In addition, Bahadur efficiencies are computed for several 
layer-rank tests with respect to likelihood ratio tests against specific 
alternatives ( for example, see Figures · -4 and 5 ) • 
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(2.1) 
(2.2) 
2. ~ ::.A Class:i~ of:~ Test Statistics Based on Layer Ranks. 
:·In·:order to·.motivat.e· .the ·cta·ss. of:: 
non-parametric test statistics which we introduce below, we ask the 
reader to recall the univariate two sample problem. In that problem 
,J : 
there are two populations X and Y with continuous ~. CDF ! s · F and G. 
We take a sample x.1 , .•. , X.m of size m from the x:-population and a 
sample l\, ... , Y'n of size n from the t·-population and define R. 
J 
to be the number of observations from either population less than or 
equal to Yj. Two popular tests of F = G versus F < G are the Wilcoxon 
test and the Fisher-Yates test. Letting N = m+n, the test statistics are, 
Wilcoxon: = 
and 
Fisher-Yates: 
n 
E R. j=l J 
= 
where is the expected value of the~ largest of N standard 
normal random variables. Note that both of these statistics are of the form: 
n 
= E ~(R. /N+l) , j=l J 
in the case of the Wilcoxon statistic the weight function ~-{u) is 
(N+l)u and for the Fisher-Yates statistic 
given by: 
~{u} 
_,.,,.- .. , 
= 
j-l ·S U ~ .J. N- ~N,.. 
h {u) 
N 
is a step function 
j = 1, ... ,n. 
Now we return to the problem of testing independence in a bivariate 
distribution. Let R1 , ••• , Rn and s1 , ••• , Sn be the ranks of the 
X:• and y·-components of a bivariate sample of size n ( in the order observed}. 
In [ 3], Bhuchongkul proposed test statistics of a form analogous to 
(2.1), namely: 
- 7 -
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
T = 
n 
n 
~ J (R./n+l) L (Sj/n+l), j=l n J n where J and L are n n 
some weight functions defined on the interval (0,1); in particular, an 
analogue to the Wilcoxon statistic is obtained by setting J (u) = L (u) = u 
n n 
and an analogue to the Fisher-Yates statistic by setting 
defined in (2.2). 
J (u) = L (u) = h (u) 
n n n 
"i..,J 
In this section we propose an entirely different class of test statistics, _., 
these statistics are related to the above in structural appearance but, as 
a class, seem to have an empty intersection with the class proposed by 
Buchongkul. Our statistics have a pro~erty which is distinctly advantageous 
from the theoretical point of view, namely: they can be expressed as sums 
of independent random variables under the null hypothesis (independence); 
moreover, whenever a statistic of Bhuchongkul's form is asymptotically 
* . locally most powerful (ALMP) against some family_··· of alternatives_,:;then 
there exists an ALMP statistic of the form proposed by us. 
Let {c .. , 1 ~ i ~ j ~ n, n ~ l} be a triple sequence of real 
nl.J 
numbers and for each n E 1 let, 
c (u,v) = c .. , 
n nl.J 
i-1 ~ < _! 
. - u . . 
J J 
j-l < V ~ 1 , . 1 ~ i ~ J• ~ n n n. 
Thus {tc ) is a sequence of 
n 
functions defined on the unit square. We use 
Lr and I Ir to denote the space of th r-- power-Lebesgue integrable 
functions on the unit square and the corresponding norm; i.e., 
:·.1 
hlr = (lfli(u,vtdudvYr-{see footnote**) and Lr is the set of all 
* One advantage of Bhuchongkul's class of statistics is that the locally 
most powerful rank test is frequently in that class but never in the class 
~e propose;_ :we prove this remark in section a·. 
** ---W11,en th~.rang~ of._int;eg~at~on is .. not_.give;n~ ~S~'-;lme it to~~ (0,1). 
'(. 
- 8 -
-functions g such that ·lgl < oo. We assume that there exists a function c 
r 
defined on the unit square such that 
(2.5) as n ~oo. 
(2.6) 
We denote the sequence of weight functions {c, c1, c2 , ... ) 
We are interested in statistics of the following form*: 
by e. 
where is the layer rank of 
n-\ ~£ c (t(·)/j+l,j/n+l) 
J=l n J 
defined on page 4 • 
""" 
We 
include the argument ~ to indicate the dependence of the statistics on 
the sequence of weight:·.funcfions;. 
For convenience, we assume that 
~ c i . = O, i=l n, ,J 1 ~ j ~ n, n ~ 1. 
This assumption entails no loss of generality; for, if {c' .. ) satisfies 
n,1.,J 
(2.5) but not (2.7), let C i . = C 1 i . - ~ 1 ., where C 1 • = ~ ~ C 1 i .. 
n, ,J n, ,J n,J n,J J i=l n, ,J 
The new sequence satisfies (2.7), we now show that it also satisfies (2.5). 
1 j 1:. ) j-1 j Let ~' ( v) = -: E c: ' i . = . c ' ( u, v du, - ~ v < - , 
n J i=l n J : n n n and c ' ( v) = f c ' ( u, v) du • 
Note that /(c'(v)-c'(v)fdv = J(l(c'(u,v)-c'(u,v))du) 2 dv ~ I c'-c'l 22 ~o. n n n 
Thus, defining c (u,v) by (2.4),we have, by the triangle inequality, 
n 
C (u,v) = c 1 (u,v}-c 1 (v) ~ c 1 (u,v,)-c'(v) in 1.12 -norm. n n n 
Although in this paper we develop the asymptotic theory of statistics 
of the general form (2.6), we find certain special cases to be of particular 
interest, these are given by (2.10.1) and (2.10.2) below. 
* Compare this with (2.3). 
- 9 -
(2.8.1) 
(2.8.2) 
(2.9.1) 
Let {J ji, 1 ~ i ~ j, j ~ l} and {Lnj, _ 1 ~ j ~ n, n ~ 1} 
J 
double sequences of real numbers such that ·,:E J .. = O. We set 
i=l Jl. 
and 
. en( ilJ~ = J . i L . , J, n,J 1 ~ i ~ j ~ n, 
c ( 2i~ = ( J . - J . )L . , 
n J n,i n,J n,J 1 ~ i ~ j ~ n, 
be 
If we define functions J and L on (0,1) by 
n n 
J {u) J j-l ~ u ~ 1 j 1, ••• ,n, = n, j ' = n n n 
and 
(2 .9.2)· L (u) L j-1 j j l, ... ,n, = n, j ' -~u<- = n n n 
(2 .10 .1) 
(2.10.2) 
then the test statistics of the form (2.6J which correspond to (2.8.1) and 
(2.8.2), call them Tnl and Tn2 , are: 
= n-\ ~ J. · L . = j=l J,t(j) n,J n-\ E J.(t( .)/j+l) · L (j/n+l), j=l J J n 
and 
= n-\ ~ J t L . - n-\ ~ J . -,/ . j=l n, (j) n,J j=l n,J n,J 
n 
= n-\ E J (t(·)/n+l) L (j/n+,l) - K, j=l n J n n 
say. . .... . . . . . . . ~ . . . . - , . . . . . : ) 
,. ·~ ., . I • 
The form (.2.9.1). ·arise~ qutte·naturaliY,. sit).ce, fqr.!)lany families 
oLaistributions;· .there .is· .an ALMP sequence of layer-rank tests based on 
statistics of this form. The form (2.9.2) with L . = 1 is interesting 
n, J 
since, as we show in :Seet.ion 5 , it is a linear combination of the layer 
statistics A1(3), ... , An(3). In particular, if we set J . = j/n and 
n n n,J 
L . = 1, then (2.10.2) becomes: 
n,J 
- 10 -
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-3/2 n n -3/2 ~·:E- :~ ((~:ti)) Tn2 = n ~ \j) = z .. j=l l~i~j~n 1.J 
where zij = 1 or 0 as y[i] ~ y[j] or y[i] > y[j]' which, without the 
factor -3/2 n ' is Kendall's T-statistic in the form given by Mann [ 16]. 
We would also like to point out that (2.6.1) and (2.8.2) have the 
following practical advantage: __ · in :o:rsie~: to be_ able to compute __ 
values of a statistic of the form (2.6) one would need a table containing 
the constants c ..• If such a table were prepared for all n ~ n0 nl.J 
ic would in general contain about entries. But if one used statistics 
of the form (2.io.1) or (2.102) then the necessary table would contain only 
about 2 no entries. 
We have not investigated the exact distribution of statistics of the 
general form T (c) introduced in (2.3), which is, of course, known for the 
n~ 
special case of Kendall's T mentioned above; however, in the next section 
we derive their limiting distributions both under the null and local 
alternative hypotheses. 
- 11 -
3. Limiting Distributions and Pitman Efficiency of Tn(..Q.). In Section 1 ~ 
we pointed out·that Tn(.£) is a marginal free statistic. If the sample 
x 1 , ••• ,X , of which T (c) is a function, is drawn from H0(x,y) = F(x)G(y) - -n n--
( 3. 1) 
(3.2) 
then the distribution of T (C) is the same for any choice of F and G 
·'-0 4WA 
(provided they are continuous); to put it briefly: T (C) 
n-
is distribution 
free under the (null) hypothesis of independence. We denote by E0 
and a2 0 the expectation and variance operators (operating on marginal: 
free statistics) under the hypothesis of independence. Recalling (2.6) 
and applying Lemma 1.1 we have, by (2.7), 
E0:[T (C)~ = E0'[n-% ~ c O .] = 
· n -- . j= 1 n, ~ ( j ) , J = 0, 
and, by (2.4) and (2.5), 
1 n·· 1 n 1 j 
a~(Tn (£)) = - E a 2 (c .) = - E E c2 n j=l 0 n,\j) ,J n j=i j i=l n, i, j 
= JJc2 (u,v)dudv -+ JJc2 (u,v)dudv = lcl~ ,> o. n 
Suppose Z 
n 
is a marginal free statistic based on a sample of size n. 
Adopting a standard notation*, we let cl-(znlH0 ) 
law of Z under the hypothesis of independence. 
n 
denote the probability 
Theorem 3.1 Under the hypothesis of independence, if (2.2) and (2.4) 
hold, then ~(Tn(£)) -+N(O,lcf~). 
Proof: We verify the conditions of the:1 Lindeberg-Feller '(LF) :ThJorem* .- For 
any € > 0, since lcl 2 > 0, 
g (€)· 
n 
since (2.5) implies that 
= c2 (u,v)dudv -+ 0, 
n 
c 2 is uniformly integrable. I 
n 
*see Loeve (15] p. 201 for the £-notation and p. 280 for the LF theorem. 
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( 3. 3) 
( 3.4) 
( 3. 5) 
(3.6) 
We now consider alternatives to the hypoth~sis of independence and 
show that Tn(~ has, in the limit, a~normal distribution even if the 
hypothesis of independence does not hold, provided the common distribution, 
H, of x1 , .•• , X approaches independence in a suitable way as n ~ 00. Wt. M\n 
For the rest of this section we shall be dealing with a fixed family 
(He;-oo < e < 00} of continuous bivariate distribution functions indexed 
by a real parameter. We assume, without loss of generality, that 
He(x,00), the marginal cdf of X, is independent of e. We let He(x,00) = F(x), 
and we denote by Ge(YI x) the conditional cdf of y given X = X and 
assume that Ge(ylx) is absolutely continuous with density ge(ylx) 
for all e and almost all (F) :x. We assume, finally, that e = o 
corresponds to the hypothesis of independence and denote GO(ylx) and 
gO{ylx) by G(y) and g(y), respectively. 
Under these assumptions, the likelihood ratio re= dHe/cIHO is 
given by: re(x,y) = ge(ylx)/g(y), almost surely (HO). 
The behavio;r of the distribution of Tn (~), when Al, ••. , ln is 
a sample from He and e ~o as n ~00, depends crucially upon the 
behavior of r 0 as e ~o; and in order to obtain our results we 
must make certain assumptions about this behavior. In fact, we assume that 
(d/de}re(x,y)le=o = s(x,y), say 
exists almost surely (HO), that 
00 00 
f s(x,y)g(y)dy = 0 
-00 
and f s(x,y)dF{x) 
-00 
almost surely (HO), that for some 8 > O, 
1 00 00 2 28 1 8 f [f ls(x,y)I + dF(x)] + g(y)dy < 00, 
-00 -oo 
and finally, that 
00 00 
= O, 
lim 
e~o 
J I 
-00-00 
g(y)dydF(x) 
- 13 -
= o. 
( 3. 7) 
(3.8) 
( 3.9) 
Condition (3.6) is an adaptation of a similar condition of Matthes and 
Truax [17] (their (1.2)), and resembles (4.22) of H~jek [10]. Sufficient 
conditions for (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) in special cases are developed 
in Section 4. 
We set 8 = an-% where a* 0 is fixed bµt arbitr.ary and define 
n 
Hn = H8 • After some preliminary remarks about notation we present 
n 
a lemma due to LeCam (Hajek [10] Lemma 4.2) which is our basic tool 
for proving asymptotic normality. We adopt the following notations in 
order to conform to those used by Hajek: x1 , ••• , X is, as usual, a Nit M\n 
-t; 
sample drawn from a bivariate population; P and Q denote, respectively, 
n n 
the probability laws of the sample under the hypothesis of independence 
and under the alternative hypothesis that the bivariate population has 
cdf H, defined above. 
n 
For any statistic Z = Z (x1 , ... , X ), we denote by '°"(ZIP), n n""" -..n ~nn 
E(Z IP) and a2 (Z IQ) and -;f(z IQ), E(Z IQ) and a2 (zn1Qn) n n n n n n n n 
the probability laws, means and variances of 
respectively. 
Z under P and Q, 
n n n 
Finally, setting 
following statistics: 
r . = r 8 (x . , Y . ) , nJ n J J j=l, .•• ,n, we defirie the 
n 
L = E fu(r . ) , 
n j=l nJ (.R,.n being the natural logarthm), 
and 
w = n 
T = 
n 
n 
2E j::::l 
8 
n 
% (r .-1), 
nJ 
n n 
E s(X.,Y.) j=l J J = E s (X., Y.) j=l J J 
We state without proof (see Hajek [10] Lemma 4.2): 
Lemma 3.1 (LeCam) If max P (Ir .-11 > e) ~ 0 for every e > 0 and 
l~j~n n nJ 
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I :' 
--
'; I 
\ i 
I 
.. 
(3.10) 
-
( 3.11) 
£, (WjP ) -+ N(-%a2 ,a2 ) for some a2 , then 
n 
(1) if Z -+O in P -probability, then Z -+O in Q -probability, 
n n n n 
(2) 
and 
W -L -+\:a2 
n n 
in P -probability, 
n 
(3) if i(z IP )+N(µ,b2) and ;f,(z ,LIP) tends to the bivariate 
n n n n n 
normal with correlation coefficient p, then £(z IQ) -+N(µ+pba,b 2 ). 
n n 
We now verify that the conditions of LeCam's lemma are satisfied in 
our case. The first condition follows from (3.6), since 
Pn(lrnj-11 ~ e) = Pn(lr~1-ll ~ e) and 
(E[lr··1-ll IP ])2 ~ E[!/~1-1l2IP]. E[!/~1+1l2IP] 
n n n n n n 
Also by (3.6) we have, 
E(W IP) 
n n 
00 00 
= 2n ff 
-00-00 
(r~ (x,y)-l)g(y)dF(x)dy 
n 
00 00 
= 2n ff 
-00-00 
(g~ (ylx)-g%(y))g%(y)dF(x)dy 
n 
= -n {£: (g~ (ylx)-g\(y))2dF(x)dy 
n 
= 
2 00 00 % 
- : 2 £00£00 (re (x,y)-1)2g(y)dydF(x) 
n n 
-+ -% a2 ff s2(x,y)g(y)dydF(x) = -% a2 , say. 
Recalling (3.8), (3.9) and the fact 
a2 [(T -W ilP ) = 4a2 a2 11( 
n n n ~ 
that e = an-%, we have % n 
re (x1,Y1)-l s(x ,Y )) ] 
n _ 1 1 Jp 
e 2 n 
n 
-+ o. 
U!ld~r .i?; ,- by ( 3 .y:) and ( 3. 5) , T is the sum of n independent and identically 
n n 
distributed random variables and has mean O and finite variance 
a2 = a2ffs2 (x,y)g(y)dydF(x) so that 1,(w IP) ~N(-\o2 ,a2), which is the 
n n 
second condition of LeCam's lemma. We now use the conclusions of Lemma 3 .L. 
to prove the asymptotic normality of T (C) under Q. 
n~ n 
As a preliminary to the proof of asymptotic normality we introduce 
a special layer-rank statistic T (c*). 
nl\Ml 
We define 
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( 3 .12) 
(3.13) 
( 3 .14) 
* C i • 
n' 'J 
where Xjln = X(j) 
and X [ i ] , Y ( i) , 
1 s · s y · th · th 1 t f Y Y 
_ J _ n, ilj is e L- arges o [l]'"""' [j]' 
1 ~ i ~ n are defined on p.4 ; and we let 
* 1.. n * T ( C ) = an -"2 r. c · · 
n~ j=l n,.t(j)'j 
By (3.4), (2.7) is clearly satisfied by 
(2.5) is also satisfied with q.m. limit 
(c* .. ); moreover, by Lemma 1.3, 
n, i, J 
ac*(u,v), where 
By Corollary:t:5,Appendix I, and assumption (3.5), E[(T -T (c*)) 2 IP ] -+O. 
n n n 
Combining this with (3.11) and conclusion (2) of Lemma 3.1, we conclude 
that Ln-Wn converges in Prl-probabili~y to a constant, which, along with 
cone lus ion ( 3) of Lemma 3. 1, : imp lies the following: 
Corollary 3.1 If (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) hold and if {Z) 
n 
is a sequence 
of random variables such that 
(1) ;f,( Z f P ) -+ N ( µ., b2 ) , 
n n 
and 
(2) -;l(z ,T (c*)JP) converges to a bivariate normal law with correlation 
n n ~ n 
p, then 
...P(z IQ. ) -+ N(µ+pba,b2 ), 6..- n n 
00 00 
where o2 = a2 ff s2 (x,y)g(y)dydF(x). 
-00-00 
:Now ·.consid~r .aqy sequeric~( : f'l'n (.~)). ~f. layer.-rank. statistics of the 
form (2.6) satisfying (2.5) and (2.7) with limiting weight function 
c(u,v). Recalling (3.14), we define 
(3.15) a(c,c*) = JJc(u,v)c*(u,v)dudv, 
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(3.16) 
and we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2 If {Tn(~) is a sequence of layer-rank statistics of the 
form (2.6) satisfying (2.5) and (2.7) and if s(x,y), defined by (3.3), 
satisfies (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), then £,(·Tn(S.)1Qn) ~N(aa(c,c*) ,lcl~). 
Proof: By Theorem 3.1, i,(Tn(~IPn) ~N(O,lcl~) so, by Corollary 3.1 
00 00 
and the fact, stated. in Corollary I.6, that 1c:*1 22 = J J s2 (x,y)g(y)dydF(x), -00-00 
it suffices to show that 'i.,(T (c), T (c*)IP) is asymptotically normal with 
nw n.,. n 
correlation a(c,c*)/lc2tlc*l 2 . We prove this by showing that for 
arbitrary numbers t 1 and t 2 t.(t1Tn(~)+t2Tn~*)1Pn) is asymptotically 
21 12 ( *) 2 21 *12 normal with zero mean and variance t 1 c 2+2at1t 2a c,c +t2 a c 2 • 
And, since t 1Tn(~)+t2Tn(£*) is of the form (2.6), clearly satisfies (2.7), 
and, by the triangle inequality, satisfies (2.5) with limiting weight 
function t 1c(u,v)+t2ac*(u,v), the conclusion follows at once from 
Theorem 3.1. I 
Let us assume that a(c,c*) ~ 0 (if not, replace C •. Ill.J by -c .. ' nl.J 
l S_iS •s) 
- J - n . As we mentioned earlier, we are dealing with a fixed 
family of bivariate distributions (H0 ;-oo < 0 < oo} we propose to test 
e = 0 (independence) versus 0 > 0 on the basis of a sample of size n 
by a test having rejection region of the form T (c) ~ k, k a constant. n.,,.. 
(To test e = o vs. 0 < 0 we use T (c) ~ k.) n,,,. From Theorem 3.1 it 
follows that an approximate a-level test is obtained if we set 
k = zafc;I 2 , where za is the upper 1000 percentile of the standard 
normal distribution. 
From Theorem 3.2 it follows that the power of the approximate 
a-level test based on Tn(~) against He, en= an-%, a> O, is 
n 
- 17 -
( 3 .17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
This may be stated in a more convenient form as follows: As 0+0, the 
sample size n needed to achieve power 1-~ {a< 1-~ < 1) against the 
alternative :l-10 ·.is. giyen by: 
provided 
equal to 
n ,_ [(za:+~)ltl 2 /0a{c,c*)I2 , 
a(c,c*) > O. To prove this simply set the right side of (3.16) 
1-~ and note that a= en\. 
Let T {c') be another sequence of test statistics satisfying (2.4) 
n/#V 
and (2.7), and let n(a,~,0) and n'(a,~,0) be the smallest sample sizes 
required by a-level tests of the form T (c) ~ k and T (C') ~ k, 
n~ n -
respectively, to ach~eve.power 1-~ against H0 • From (3.17) we conclude 
that 
lim [n(a,~,0)/n'(a,~,0)] = (p(c•,c*)/p(c,c*)] 2 , 
0+0 
where p(c,c*) = a(c,c*)/(lc) 2 lc*l2) 7 provided both p{c' ,c*) > 0 and 
* p(c,c) > O. The limit on the left of (3.18) is called the Pitman 
asymptotic relative efficiency (Pitman ARE) of the sequence (T (c')) 
n ~ 
with respect to:.the sequence (T ( C)} 
n ~ 
against the family (H0;0 ~ O}. 
The modifications when one is testing 0 = 0 vs. 0 < 0 are obvious and 
will not be discussed. 
The statistic L given by (3.7) is just the log-likelihood ratio 
n 
statistic. Applying Lemma 3.1 (3) with Yn = Ln we conclude, by an 
argument similar to the one.by which we derive4 (3.17), that the sample 
size n required by the a-level likelihood ratio test to attain power 
1-~ at He is given by 
n ,_ I(za+z!3) / ef'c*l2]~. as, e ~ o. 
Here·n -is clearly a lower bound on the corresponding sample size for 
any other test. The Pitman ARE of (Tn(.£>) with respect to the likeli-
hood ratio test we shall call simply the Pitman efficiency of (T ( C)} 
n......., 
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and will denote by e(C). From (3.17) and (3.19) we have 
.., 
(3.20) e(S) = [p(c,c~)]2 • 
(3.21) 
We want to emphasize the fact that e(C) 
W\ 
depends upon the family of 
distributions {He;-oo < e < oo}, through c*. 
An immediate consequence of (3.20) is the fact that the sequence 
{T (C*)} defined by (3.12) has Pitman efficiency one when used as a test 
nl\M 
of e = 0 vs. e > 0 in the family {He: -oo < B < oo}. We ~hall call any 
sequence of test statistics having this property asymptotically locally 
most powerful (ALMP) against {H0-; e ~ O}. Specific examples of ALMP 
sequences of statistics are given in the next two sections; Table:·11 
page 39 summarizes various Pitman ARE values. 
The main reason for using layer-rank tests is, presumably, that the 
family {He;-oo < e < oo} of bivariate distributions, of which the distri-
bution of the sample is a member, is in fact unknown. Thus, the above, 
despite its theoretical value, doesn't give a practical way of selecting 
the appropriate test statistic; nevertheless, one may be willing to assume 
that the distribution is at least approximated by some member of a specific 
family, the bivariate normal, say, and use the layer-rank test which is 
ALMP against that family. 
So far we have considered testing one sided alternatives only; in 
testing B = 0 versus e + 0 one might use a rejection region of the 
form Tn (~) ~ k2 or ~ k1 ,where k1 ~ k2 are constants. The power of 
this test against the alternative He, e = an-~, approaches 
Since (3.21) attains its min:. :at a·= (k1+k2)/2a(c,c*), the above test 
will be biased for sufficiently large n if k1 J -k2 (possibly even 
when k1 = -k2); therefore, a necessary condition that it be unbiased 
is that k1 = -k2 • If k2 = za/2 1cl 2 , the test will be approximately 
- 19 -
level a. We do not know what optimal properties, if any, this test has. 
* Note that p(c,c) is the limit of the correlation, under H0 , 
between Tn(~ and Tn(~*), the ALMP statistic. Thus (3.20) resembles 
(2.?) of Van Eeden [21] but the conditions that she requires are diff-
erent from those we require. 
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4. Asymptotically Locally Most Powerful Layer-Rank Tests for a Certain 
Class of Bivariate Distributions. Suppose F(x) and G(y) are contin-
u~us -tinivariate cdf's. We propose a family of biuariate distributions 
{H 0(x,y), -oo < 0 < oo} specified as follows: the marginal ·ed.f of X 
is F and the conditional cdf of Y given X = x, for fixed 0, is: 
(4.1) G(a(0)y - 0b(x)), 
(4.2) 
(4. 3) 
where a(0) and b(x). are any~real functidns. :To·:put it.ariother·:way_,_. 
if·: Y(0) denotes the Y-component of the random vector (X,Y) with cd·f 
Y( 0) = 1 : 0:i (b(x)+:· s )/a( 0), 
where X and s are independ~nt random variables with cdf's F and 
G, respectively. X is, of course, observable but s is not. As an 
example, let F be notmal, N( 0, 1), b(x) = x; : · G(y) = t(y), and 
a(0) = (1+02)\, then the bivariate distribution specified by (4.1) or 
(4.2) is normal with zero means, unit variances, and correlation 
coefficient 0(1+02)-\. 
In this section we derive an ALMP sequence of layer-rank tes.ts of 
0 = 0 vs. 0 > 0 under certain conditions on the functions F, G, a, 
and b. F=irst: we shall state these conditions: we assume that G has 
density g, that g is ROS-ittve on ( -oo ,co) , that \ . d" g .an . g are absol'utely 
c.ontinu.ous*, and. that g sa:tisfies Hljek 1s condition· [10]: 
00 
I (g'(y)/g(y))2 g(y)dy < oo. 
-00 
If a(0) is non-constant we assume that g also satisfies: 
*I.e., g\ and g are indefinite integrals of their derivatives. 
- 21 -
(4.4) 
(4 .. 5) 
(4.6) 
j y2[g'(y)/g(y)]2 g(y)dy < oo. 
-00 ' 
Our conditions on.b(x) are: simply that there is a 8 > 0 such that 
00 00 
f I b(x)l 2 ~ 28 .·dF(x) < oo and J b(x)dF(x) = 0 (see footnote); 
-00 -00 
and, finally, we require -that .a( 0) > 0 and a' ( 0) = 0. We assume, 
without loss of generaii~y, that a(O) = 1. 
Note that the likelihood ratio r 0(x,y) = dH0(x,y)/dH0 (x,y) is 
a(e)g(a(e)y - 0b(x))/g{y). Thus 
s{x,y) = {o/oe}re{x,y)le:o = -b{x)g'(y)/g{y), 
so that, if the conditions of Theorem 3 .. 2 are met, then an ALMP sequence 
of layer-rank tests is, according to the remarks in the paragraph following 
(3.20), obtained from (3.12) by setting: 
1 j-1 
c*n,i,j = E[J(Uilj)]{E[b{Xjln)] - -r:r- ~1 E[b(Xaln)]} 
= J . i L . , say, J, n,J . 
where J(u) = -g'(G-1(u))/g(G-1(u)), U.I. is the i th largest of j 
1 J 
independent uniform (0,1) random variables and x.
1 
is the j th largest 
J n 
of a sample of size n from a univariate population with cdf F. The 
test statistic is, of course, 
(4 .. 7) T ( C*) = n -.\ ; J . t L . , 
n ~ j=l J, (j) n,J 
(4.8) 
where t(j) is the layer rank defined on p. 4 and the q.m. limit c*, 
given by (3.14), is 
1 F-l(v) 
c*(u,v) = J(u)[b(F- 1(v)) - - J b(x)dF(x)]. 
V -oo 
The Pitman ARE of any other sequence of layer-rank statistics with 
respect to the sequence (4.7) is obtained by inserting (4.8) into 
formula (3.20) 
The following lemma, which parallels Hfjek's [10] treatment of 
the univariate case,states that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are 
satisfied in this bivariate case. 
* This assumption causes no loss of generality; for, by the first para-
graph of p.5 ,we may make the transformation Y' = Y - efb{x)dF(.i)la(e). 
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Lemma 4.1:: If the conditions on g stated in the sentence containing 
(4.3) hold, if either (4.4) holds or a(0) = 1, and if the conditions on 
a and b stated in the sentence containing (4.5) hold, then (3.4), (3.5) 
and (3.6) hold for s(x,y) given by (4.6). 
Proof: (3.5) is a trivial consequence of (4.3) and (4.5). 
00 00 
Since O = (d/dz) J f b(x)g(y+z)dydF(x), (3.4) will be shown to hold 
-00-00 . 
00 , 00 
if we can show that (d/dz) [
00 
·g(y+z)dyJz=O = L, g'(y)dy. Now, 
00 00 y+z 
O = J (g(y+z)-g(y))/z dy = J (f g'(w)dw/z)dy 
~ ~ y 
00 00 
= f f ( g ' ( w) I ( ] ( w) / z) dw dy, 
-00-00 y,y+z 
where IA(y) is the indicator of the set A. Letting A2 denote 
* Lebesgue measure on the plane and applying the Fubini theorem we have 
00 00 
ILf00 ((g'(w) I(y,y+z](w)/z)d A
2 (w,y)I 
00 00 00 
~ L[00 (lg'(w)II(y,y+z]{w)/z)d A2 {w,~) = L, 1 g, < w) 1 dw 
00 ~ [f (g' (w) /g(w) )2 g(w)dw f~ <.oo. 
-00 
so that g ' ( w) I ( y , y+ z ] ( w) is A2 -integrable. Therefore, applying the 
oo y+z 00 
Fubini'.theorem once more, we have O = J (f g' (w)dw/z)dy = J g' (w)dw, 
-00 y -00 
which immediately implies the desired result. 
Finally, to prove (3.6), note that since the difference quotient 
(r0\x,y)-1)/0 ""7-[b(x)g'(y)/g(y)]/2 pointwise as e ""70, it suffices, 
** by:the L -convergence theorem , to show that 
r 
0000 % 0000 
lim0-() L,L,(r0 {x,y)-1)/0) 2 g(y)dydF(x) = L,[00a2 (x,y)g(y)dydF(x)/4. 
*Lo~ve (15] p. 136 Theorem B. 
** I [- ] 6 
._.._ Loeve 15 p. 1 3 Theorem C. Note: the form of this theorem found in 
. '\,the:f:t.rst atid:·seccind edit:i'.ons is not suitable. 
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(4.9) 
Now, 
[ LL<<~e\(x,y)-1)/0)2 g(y)dydF(x)J% 
= [/
00
/
00
((a\(e)g\(a(e)y-0b(x))-g%(y))/0} 2 dydF(x)J\ 
-co-~ 
00 00 \ ~ l(a\e)-1):;ef'.[/ l g(y)dydF(x)J 
..-00-CO 
+[a(B) /
00 
r(g\y)-g\a(B)y))2 c;lydF(x)J~ ·: 
-00-CO 
+ [ a ( e) ([: ( g \ a ( e) y-Bb ( x) ) -g \ a ( e) y) )2 ciy.dF ( x )J~ 1 • 
The first term of (4.9) approaches a'(O)/2a(O) = O. 
second term, if a(B) = 1 it is zero, otherwise we have: 
Consider the 
(a(B)/02) J(g\(y)-g\(a(0)y))2 dy 
-co 
00 max(y ,a( e)y) 
= (a(B)/02) J:( f (g'(z)/2g\(z))dz) 2 dy 
-oo min(y,a(B)y) 
(('1('·1 ' ( ()) \ , \ , . . , co max y ,a e y \ ~ (a(e)la(B)-lf /02) fjyj f (g'(z)/2g (z))2 dz dy 
-co min(y,a(B)y} 
00 max( Z ,~./a( e)) 
= (a(B)fa(B)-ll/402 ) f(g'(z)/g%(z)) 2 f IYI dydz 
-oo min(z,./a(e)) 
1 00 
= {a(B)ja(B)-11 1_2 , 0 , ~lj/802 )_1 z2 (g'(z)/g(z)) 2 g(z)dz ~ 0, 
00 
by the assumption that J z2 (g'(z)/g(z)} 2 g(z}dz < oo. 
-oo . 
Now consider the las.t term of (4.9): for the sake of clarity we 
assume 9. > O and b(x) > 0 (""if 0 < 0 or b(x) ~ 0 the proof goes 
through with obvious modifications,); for fixed x, we have: 
f 
00
• • : (g \y-Bb(x) )-g \y) )2 dy/rf · .- 1: 
-co 
= [:·: ( l (g' (z)/2g\z)dz)2 dy]~2.:· .< 
- y-Bb(x) 
~ r~· b(x). l (g' (z)/2gt(z}) 2 dz dy/fJ ,( ' 
-oo y-Bb{x} 
00 ' 
= r· b2 (x) (g' (z)/g{z) )2 g(z)dz/4'i ) 
-00 
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(4.11) 
( 4 .12) 
(4.13) 
Integrating with .dF(~) .. a~d combining the result with (4. 9), we have: 
~ JJs~(x,y)g(y)dydF(x)/4. 
By Fatou's lemma, the reverse inequality holds for lim inf and the Lemma 
is proved. 
:we ·pre·sent bel0w: b.ro· examples i.llustfa.ting: .. tli.e(t.:esults of 
this sectic;>;o, •. 
/. • .·, I ( ) J ( ; • f'l 
l ., ) ) 
\ ... 
.. ( 
.. I·, . \ 
\.. . : 
( ':-. :. '\ / 
Example 4.1 Recall the specification (4.2) of the bivariate distribution 
H0• We assume that X and f are both normally distributed with zero 
means and unit variances (if not*let Y1(B) = Y(B)/a(s), x 1 = X/a(X), 
b1(x) = b(xa(x))/a(g), and s 1 = s/a(;).) If b(x) is linear, then 
H0(x,y) is bivariate normal; as a slight generalization, we assume 
th b(x) is a p-- degree polynomial, in fact, we assume that 
p 
b(x) = k~:l bkHk(x), 
where Hk(x) = (-l)k((dk/dx~~cp(x))/cp(x) is the k. th Hermite polynomial. 
Since (4. 3), (4.4), ·: . · ~· and (4 .. 5.(\ are satisfied we can construct 
an ALMP sequence of layer-rank tests of the form (4.8), in fact, since 
g is the standard normal density, the statistics are given by ::(4~_1,) with 
and 
J. i = 
J' 
p j-1 
L . = E bk{EHk(x .
1 
) - .
1
1 I: EHk(x I ) ) , n , J k=l J n J - a= 1 a n 
where i h f h · th 1 t f st e mean o t e ~- arges o j standard normal . 
*I.e., if the varianc~J are not one. 
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(4.14) 
(4.15) 
random variables and X.I is the j th largest of n standard normal 
J n 
random variables. The limiting weight function c~(u,v) (see (4.8)) is 
-- ~-
1(u) i bk Hk*(~- 1(v)) ( b) ..., L, ..., = c u, v ~ , say, 
k=l 
" k = 1,2, ... , p . =: and 
It is pleasant to note that the functions 
k = 1,2, ... , are orthogonal with respect to ~(x), as we now demonstrate: 
where 8k,k' is the Kroneker 8. Thus, if l' = (b1,b2, ... ,b~), then, 
recalling (4.14), 
We use _this result ~s follows: Suppose we assume the model of this 
example with b(x) given by (4.11) to·be the true specification of He 
and employ the ALMP layer-rank te~ t for 0, ·= 0 vs e > 0, namely ( 4. 7) 
with J. i and L . given by (4.12) and. (4.13). If this model is not J, .· n,J 
correct and ·in ·fact b(x) is given ·by (4_.11) bµt with coeffici~nts 
(t1>b2, ... ,b') ,- then (3.~0 )··.implies that the ARE of the 't~st we are· using p, 
c·ompared to the ALMP test corresponding to the true specification:.is: 
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'1 I 
I I 
I 
I 
~ 
I I 
.. 
', j 
l ,i 
~ 
I I 
... 
p p p 
( E k ! b b ' ) 2 / ( E k ! b2 )( E k ! b ' 2 ) • 
k=l k k k=l k k=l k 
We have tabulated in TableIIlthe constants L ., 1 ~ j ~ n ~ 20, 
n,J 
given by (4.13) for the special case b(x) = x, which gives the ALMP 
layer-rank test :of_· ·::0 := 0 vs .e >- 0 (positive correlation) in the bivariate 
normal distribution. We call this the Normal Scores Layer-Rank Test; 
lf Tn(~ is the test statistic, then~ ·by ·(4~15)··arid' the remark~ foqowing 
Theot':e~· 3~;, . ·- an approximate~:.· a-level test has rejection region 
T (c) ~ zN. In Figure 2 we illustrate the use of Table I by computing 
n tM ~ 
the Normal Scores Layer-Rank Test statistic for a sample of size 10. 
Example 4.2 Let X be a positive random variable with distribution F 
and let G be an absolutley continuous -~cdf ', with density g where 
g(y) = 0 (y ~ o),g(y) > 0 (y > O}. Suppose the conditional ~cdf·.·. of Y 
given X = x is G(Y/x8). From the remarks at the end of Section 1 we 
conclude that the properties of statistics based on layer ranks are 
unchanged if we make the transformation Y' = tn(Y). But the conditional 
cdf. ·.·. of Y' given X = x is G( exp(y' -Btn(x))), which is in the form 
(4.1) given above.but with G(y) replaced by G(exp(y)). 
We can no~ specialize the results of this section to obtain an ALMP 
layer-rank test of e = 0 vs e > O, in fact if 
and 
·* C·nij 
1 j-1 
= EJ(U .
1 
. ) {Etn(X .
1 
) - -:-1 E tn(xo:I . ) } i J J n J- i=l J 
then the sequence of tests based on 
and has limiting weight function 
T (c*) 
n 'M 
is ALMP. . against 
c:*(u,v) = 
1 F-l(v) 
J(u){tn(F-1(v)) - - f tn(x)dF(x)} 
V 0 
provided the following conditions are met: 
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e>o 
_j X. 
J 
::.1 -.221 
2 -2.454 
3 .089 
4 .931 
5 .361 
6 
--559 
7 -4.816 
8 .784 
9 2.576 
10 -1.232 
Figure 2 
Computation of the Normal Scores Layer-Rank 
~ Statistic for·~ Sample of ~ 10. 
Y. y [ j] t (j) J µt[j]lj 
-3.238 .196 1 0 
2.044 : ~2 .. 044 2 .564f9 
1.183 .589 2 0 
-1.741 -3.202 1 -1.02938 
2.649 -3.238 1 -1.16296 
-3.202 1.183 5 .64176 
.196 2.649 7 1.35218 
.401 .401 4 
- .15251 
-.764 -b741:·. 3 -.57197 
.589 -.764 4 ~-37576 
-1.15535 
T10<.S:) = 
10 ~ µt I · L1o .1.Jfo j=l (jJ _J ,J 
= -1.-155/3.162 -~~ 
* LlO,j 
. ·. 
" .... 
.53739 
.61399 
.6e961 
.77031 
.86159 
.97108 
1.11266 
1.31887 
1.70972 
The µ.l. values are from Sarhan and Greenberg [ 19] Table 10B.1 
. ]. J 
and the LrO,j values are from Table I of this paper. 
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·-,I 
i 
I 
~ 
• 
00 t (l+yg'(y)/g(y)) 2 g(y)dy < 00 
and 
1 
/ 0 ~tn(x)j
2
+B dF(x) < 00, for some 8 > 0, and~ L. tn(x)dF(x) = O. 
00 . 
We remark that the transformation Y' = tn(Y) was made in order to 
apply the results of this section and need not be made to compute the 
test statistic since it is invariant under this transformation. 
As a more specific example suppose G(y) = 1-e-y so that, given 
X and e, Y is exponential with scale parameter Xe; G(y/xe) is a 
possible model for the conditional distribution of the lifetime Y of 
an obj~ct when the lifetime depends stochastically on an additional 
I 
observable random variable Xo If (4.7) is satisfied, then an ALMP 
sequence of layer-rank tests for testing e = 0 vs e > 0 is 
defined in (2o3) with 
* C • • = 
nl.J 
and the limiting weight function is 
c*(u,v) = 
1 F-l(v) 
-(l+tn(l-u}){tn(F-\v) - v /0 tn(x)dF(x)). 
*But see the footnote on p.22. 
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{T (C)}, 
n~ 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
5. Asymptotically Locally Most Powerf~l Layer Tests. In Section O 
we defined the(~ quadrant) layer statistics (~n, ... , J~, Af,:j being 
n n n 
the number of sample points with layer rank r. A layer test 6£: 
0 = 0 vs 0 > 0 in the bivariate family {H0;e ~ 0) is a test which 
rejects for large values of a statistic of the form 
= n-\ ~ Jr) J 
r=l n n,r - K n 
whereJ:{J ;1 ~ r ~ n} is a double sequence of real numbers and K 
w n,r n 
is selected so that 
Since 
T 2(J) 
n """ 
= 
-\ n 
n 
E E J 
r=l {. a ) n, r J :<,(jtr 
- K n 
-\ n 
= n EJ -K. j= 1 n, "( j) .. ~ ~ 
is a layer-rank statistic of the form (2.10.2),~-with L • = 
n,J 1, and 
\ n 1 j 
K = n- E -:- E J .• 
n j=l J i=l n,i 
As usual, we define a step function on (0,1) 
J ( u) = J . ' 
n n,J 1 ~ j ~ n. 
We require that there exist a function J(u) on (0,1) such:·:that for 
1 " some 8 > 0, letting l)g\lr = J 01 g(u)I du, we have 
The asymptotic theory of layer-rank tests (in particular T 2(J)) n ,,,,_ 
developed in Section 3 was based on bivariate "limiting weight functions" 
c(u,v). In the present case, Lemma 1;17,.? (Appendix I}- and (5.2) imply that 
c(u,v) 1 V = J(uv) - - f J(w)dw. 
V Q 
Therefore if the family*(H 0;e~ O} satisfies (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and 
(3.6), then (3.20) implies that the Pitman ARE, e(~, of Tn2 (~) with 
*We assume this family to be fixed but arbitrary and that e = 0 
cor. ·0.sponds to the hypothesis of indepen<lence. 
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I 
-ii 
; I 
\all 
I I 
-.I 
respect to an ALMP sequence of tests is: 
· ( 5. 3) e(J) = 
... 
* 1 V 2 
'lc I~ ff [J( uv)- v f 0J(w)dw] dudv 
. . . -' . T- '·Jf ( ) * ( ) p;rov:1;,ded·:". J_ uv c u,v dudv > 0, where c*(u,v) is given by (3.14). 
If J(t) is absolutely continuous O < t < 1 and lim tJ(t) = O 
t~o 
( 5 .4) 
= lim (1-t)J(t), then 
t~l. 
1 V 2 
ff[J(uv) - v J0 J(w)dw] dudv 
1 1 V 
= ff - [J(t)-J(v) + - f wJ•(w)dw]2 dtdv = 
t~V V V Q. 
- 2ff .! [J(t)-J(v)]J'(t)dtdv 
t s V _v 
. - 2ff tln(v)J'(v)J'(~)dvdt 
t~v 
1 V 
-f[- f wJ' (w)dw] 2 
V Q 
= 2ff J'(u)J'(v)u(v-1-.tn(v))dudv = ff J•(u)J'(v)K(u,v)dudv, 
u~v 
where 
(
u. (v-1-tn(v)). 
K{u,v) = 
K{v,u) 
U ~ V 
U ~ V 
is a symmetric positive definite kernel*. 
Moreover., if lim tJ(t)c*(!,v) ·~o · for almost all v, then 
t~Q· V 
* In fact it is the limit of the covariance kernel of the stochastic process 
.zn(t) = n-\ ~;~~]A:, O < t < 1. 
i"It is also necessary to assume that neither c nor J is zero almost surely. 
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( 5. 5) 
( 5 .6) 
( 5. 7) 
(5.8) 
ff J(uv)c*(u,v}dudv = ff 1 J(t}c*(!,v)dtdv 
t ::;;: V V _v 
V 
= f J.; J'(t) ft c*(!,v)dwdtdv 
t ::;;: V V 
-V 
1 1 l 
= f J'(t)[f i - c*(!,v)dvdw]dt t W V V 
= J J'(u}y(u)du, 
where 
r(u} 
1 1 l 
= f f - c*(!,v)dvdw, 
U W V V 
O<u<l. 
By combining (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5), we obtain another expression 
for the Pitman ARE of Tn2(J), 
e(J)lc*I~ = [ f J' ( u)r( u}du] 2 
ffJ'(u)J'(v)K(u,v)dudv 
The sequence of layer tests based on the statistics (T 2 (J)) will n ~ 
be ALMP among all layer tests if the derivative of its J-function (see 5.2) 
maximize• the right side of (5.7) and fJ'(u)y(u)du > 0. This sequence 
is in general not ALMP among all tests. 
We now derive the J-function whose derivative maximizes the right 
side of (5.7). On the space of real-valued functions defined on (0,1) 
we introduce an inner product 
and a norm 
Define r by (5.6); if there is a r* such that 
r(u) = fr*(v)K(v,u)dv, 
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! 
~ 
i 
~ 
then (5.7) becomes 
( 
(J' ,r*)K)2 (5.9) e(J'lc*l22 = Nil IIJ'UK 
(5. 10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
( 5. 13) 
from which it is clear that J' = ! r* maximizes e(J). 
M 
Since we also 
require that O < /J'(u)r(u)du = J/J'(u)r*(v)K(u,v)dudv, the correct 
solution is J' = r*. Thus, the problem reduces to solving the integral 
equation (5.8) or, in view of the remarks just above, to solving 
u 
r(u) = /J'(v)K(v,u)dv = (u-l-lirl_(u))/0 vJ'(v)dv 
1 
+ u J (v-1-t-n(v))J'(v)dv. 
u 
By taking the first two derivatives of (5,10) and solving the resulting 
system of equations for J', one can easily verify that the solution of 
( 5.10) is: 
J'(u) r''(u) r'(u) + r(v); 
= ln(u) - utn2 (u) u2 tn2 (u) ' 
~het:e, r is given by (5.6). Hence, 
1 
J(u) - r'~u~ - I r(w) dw. 
Il u u w2tn2 (w) 
If· l~Jlf2+8 < oo for some 8 > 0, then we can const"ruct a sequence 
of layer test statistics {T 2(J)) which is ALMP among all layer tests. n • 
We dot-his by finding a double sequence {J ;1 ~ r ~ n} such that J, 
n,r n 
defined ·by (5.1), converges in 2+~ moment to J. By an obvious 
generalization of H'jek [9] Lemma 6.1 one such choice is 
J = EJ(U I ), n,r r n 
where th is the r-- largest of n uniform (0,1) random variables; 
another possibility is simply 
(5.14) 
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(5.15) 
(5.16) 
Lemma 5.1 
, r 
Let J = J(-1) and 11Jff2+8 ~ ~. If J is continuous n,r n+ 
on (0,1) and there is a number u0 , 0 < u0 < \, such that IJf is· 
n~m-inc reas ing on ( 0, u0 ] and no.n-dec reas ing on [ l-u0 , 1) , then 
IPn -Jff2+s ~ o. 
Proof: For any € < u0 it is clear that 
Consider 
€ 
Jo1Jn(u)l2+8du ~ [n€]+1 .! E l I J ( __!_) I 2+8 
n r=l· n+l 
l-€ 2 8 J I J < u) -J < u) I + du -+ o. 
e n 
Since the latter can be made arbitrarily small and a similar result 
holds for the upper tail, the Lemma is proved. 
Let {T 2 (J)} be a sequence of layer test statistics using the n ""' 
weights given by (5.13) or (5.14) with J given by (5.12). Since 
J' = r*, (5.8) and (5.9) imply that the Pitman efficiency of {T 2(J)} 
n ~ 
e(J) 
""" 
= = 
/J' (u)r(u)du 
J f (:e~(~,l,y) )~.dudv 
Example 5.1 Kendall's T and related statistics. 
Consider the following family. ··of bivariate cdf 's: 
1 ,,.. 8 . l 
- - = § ~· m m 
The marginals of He are F and G and since the properties of any 
layer-rank statistic are marginal free we can work with the following 
is 
m ~ 1}. 
family~: {H8:H8(x,y) = xy(l+B(l-xm)(l-ym)).O < x, y < 1, - ¾ ~ B ~ ~2 , m ~ l}. 
For this family s(x,y) = (1-(m+l)xm)(l-(m+l)ym) (see (3.~));consequently, 
*Since we are concerned with testing B=O versus 8.>0 the negative values of 
e are immaterial, 
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J 
I ! u 
: I 
..__ 
-... 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
the optimal limiting weight function is c*(u,v) =(-v°1+(m+l)(uv)m)m 
( see ( 3. W,)). Also, ( 5 .6) becomes 
( ·) :·. ( 1 m) m+ 1 a ( ) Y U = · ·U -U +-:·mu <,n U , 
so that J', given by (5.10), becomes 
J I ( U) = m2 ( m+ 1) U m-1 > 
and, except for an arbitrary constant, 
J(u) = m(m+l)um. 
In view of the remarks in the paragraph containing (5.3) and (5.14) 
and Lemma 5.1 either of the following will give sequence of layer, tests 
which is ALMP among all layer tests: 
( ) ( ) ( r+m-1)( r+m-2) .... r J = EJ U I - m m+ 1 -;...-,.__....=---.------...--... 
n,r r n - (n+m)(n+m-1) .•. (n+l) 
or 
r m 
= m(m+l)(-1) . n+ 
The Pitman .Effficiency.·.9f·:a~:1a1er·::.tes.t::.·.: using either of the above 
weights is given by (5.15) and is: 
e~ = 
(m+l)Jum-l[u(l-um)+mum+ltn(u)]du 
JJ(vm-(m+l)(uv)m) 2 dudv 
= 1. 
Thus the ALMP layer test for testing e = 0 vs e > 0 in the family (5.16) 
is in fact ALMP among all tests, 
In particular if m = 1 in (5.16) then (5.17) and (5.18) reduce to 
and 
).. 
( n+ 1) n'2 ( T ( J \ ) -K ) = 
2 n i:Ji n 
~ A(r) -- ~ 0 h 
LJ n LJ <, ( J") , whic is j=l n j=l 
essentially Kendall's T•statistic (see (2.11)). Thus Kendall's T-statistic 
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is ALMP for testing B = 0 vs B > 0 in the family* 
{H6 ;H6(x,y) = F(x)G(y)(l+B(l-F(x))(l-G(y))). We remark that there are 
other families against which T is ALMP, for example, a family of the 
type considered in Section 4 with G0(ylx) = (1-e-(y-Bx),-l -oo < y < ~, 
0 < x < 1, and F(x) = x, 0 < x < 1. 
Example 5.2 The ALMP layer test against the bivariate normal alternative. 
Let H0(x,y) be a bi·1motmal c;df with correlation B(.1+02)-\ 
(see Section 4). Fl!otti.(,].14·); c*( u, v) = t-1( u)[ ,i,-1( v) + cp~,i,-:( v)) ], 
where ~ and ~ are the standard normal cdf and density, respectively. 
Leaving out the details of its derivation from (5.6) and (5.11), we claim 
(5.19) 
that the optimal J;_ftinc.tion ::is~ giv.encby.,;: .... :; :;.:;: 
1 1 [ ~ ( t - l ( w) ) -~ - l ( w) ]q> ( t - l ( ~) ] 
f J w dwdv U V 
w(vtn(v) )2 
J(u) = 
1 [_tp( t-l( V) )+vt-l( V) ]~ -l(~) 
- f V dv • 
u v2 
O: ;;·) J( u) is tabulated in TableVIm and is also presented in graphical 
form in Figure 3. If one defines 
the layer test statistic T 2(J) n ,,. 
r = l, ... ,n, by (5.14) then 
defiped by (5.2) can be computed 
either from the graph of J or from Table VIII. 
We have computed the Pitman efficiency of this test and found it 
to be approximately .955. It has been conjectured that this number is 
~::: .95493 but we.have made no progress in proving or disproving the 
conjecture. 
Tables rand IL on pages 38 and 39 summarize the examples discussed 
\ 
I ! 
i.J 
l.ri,I 
I 
.i 
w 
. in this and the preceding section. ~ 
"* The reader should compare this with the fact that the Wilcoxon statistic 
is ALMP in the univariate two sample problem for testing F = G against 
'J 
G = F(l-B(l-F)), B > O. 
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Fig. 3 Graph of: J(u) ( ~ ' :.-:er. the ALMP layer test against the normal alternative. 
Scale: 
Horizontal : 1 mm= .0( 14 
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'Name of 
family 
n<a) 
7l(l) 
?J.(m) 
U(1) 
t(F) 
TableII : Several bivariate families and their ALMP layer-rank tests. 
Member of family corresponding 
to parameter value 8. 
ALMP Layer-rank test statistic T (c*) = 
n.-. 
n 
n~\ r. c* t . , where c.~ i j is: j=l n, ( j) , ~ D, , 
G9(Ylx)(l)= t(a(9)y -911bk}\(x))(~) µilj{t~pkE[f\(zjln)]} (3) 
r8{x)(l)= t{x), a(e) = (1 + 02)\ 
Bivariate normal with correlation 
The above with m = 1. 
G (yfx) = exp[y/x9], F9(x) = F(x) 
The above with F(x) = !. ~dr, 
r 
r>O, fixed. 
* j 
c 1 j = J 1 - E J a ~ vlth-n, , n, CX=l n, 
J 1 , 1 ~ i ~ n, 1t~en:·.IJJ:.1.(5:l17).ar)(5.18) n, 
2i j(j+l) (4) 
n+I - n+l 
Q.m. limit c*(u,v) 
{see(2.5)). 
2uv .. v 
- [ 1 + tn( 1 - u)] 
(1) G0(yfx} = P8(Y ~ YI X ~ x), F0(x) = P6(x ~ x), and H8(x,y) = P8(x ~x, Y ~ y). (2) Hk(x) is the kth Hermite 
polynomial. (3) Zi)j is the i~ largest of j standard normal random variables and µilj is its mean. This expression 
was obtained from (4.13) by means of Lemma I.l. H~(x) = Hk(x) + Hk_1(x):~:~- (4) This statistic is essentially 
Kendall's T (see example 5.1). (5) Xjln is the# largest of a sample of size n from F. (6) By Lemma I.I. 
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( ( 
n<t') 
rtl(.l) 
rt!(m') 
I. 
ill( 1) 
t,(F) 
C) 
{ ( ( 
Table 111:values of 
1t(b) ~ 
E bkbkk: 
k=l 
b 2 
1 
(µm+ll m+l) (m+l). 
p (' m-1 2 [k~~bk -oo~ (x)Hk_ 1(x)~ (x)dx] 
~ [~]~ (-k)k (2~)! 
'TT k=O 2k+l k. 
{ { (_· { ( ( ( { 
a(c,c*) for computing Pitman efficiencies* 
nt1) : 1.,L(m) w i)'" ( g~F.~ \ ~:, ~~} 
1 
(µm'+ll m'+l )2 
( mm' )2 
(mtm'+1)2 
-
1 
.31831 
m2 1 
- ::::::; (m+2)2 9 1T 
00 
, J0 tn2 (x)dF(x) 
____ _,.._ _________ . -·---------.------·-····----+---------t---------+-----------+---J 
t(~) r: 
, .. ' I • 
• I 
m 1· 
m E -.-
mtl j=l J+l 
1 
4 
00 
J0 tn(F(x) )tn(x) dF(x) · 1 
*This table contains values of a(c,c*) (see (315 )); c is the q.m. limit (see (314 )) corresponding to ~!1e ALMP layer-rank 
test against the family of alternatives named in the row heading (see Table ) and c* is the q.m. limit corresponding to 
the ALMP layer-rank test against the family ·of alternatives named in the column heading. 
The Pitman efficiency (p(c,c*) )2 = f a(cjc() l2 *) of T (c) with respect to T (C*) ag,7.:. si: the alternative for which CJ C , C CJ C , C n '"IA. n .,.,_, ~-. 
't' ... (~) is ALMP is easily computed from this table. For example, the efficiency of Kendall's -.- compared to the normal 
.. 3 2 
-~·:)-res layer-rank test is (:;;:) ~ .912 and the efficiency of ALMP statistic against b(.~) compared to Kendall!s ,.. is (f )2 • 
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( 6.1) 
6. Asymptotic Relative Efficiencies at Fixed Alternatives. Suppose there ~ 
are two sequences of test stat_4,stics t'f::_==--={Tni' n ~ 1), i = 1,2, for 
testing 0 = 0 vs 0 > 0 in the family (H0 ;B ~ O) of bivariate cdf's 
(we assume that the tests reject for large values of Tni' i = 1,2). 
Assuming the tests are consistent, we define ni(e,a,~), i = 1,2, to 
be the smallest sample size required by a level a test 1n2~b.eo~eqqieqce T. 
: ... :L 1 
to achieve power 1-~ against the alternative H0 . We may call the ratio 
n2(B,a,~)/n1(B,a,~) the exact relative efficiency* of Tl~ with respect 
to Tz.::. Since this exact efficiency is in general difficult t&.·~ev.aluate 
v.a;,i~\1ij ·::~.~YIJ:IP.~.o.U.c ~r~J~~_i;v_e.:.ae.f.jj;ci~w~t.~s i·;:e~_~h · gi'1-i.q.g :~ · i '.~ some idea of the 
n2 ('~ ,Q:,~) ) 
b~havior of this ratio,have been proposed.** Pitman's ARE (lim -------
e~o nl(e,a,~) 
is usually a number independent of a and ~ and gives information about 
the exact efficiency only for e near 0. Another ARE, which we call 
*** Bahadur (exact) ARE, is defined as: 
n2( a ,a,~) lim (0 ) , 0 > 0, 0 < ~ < 1, 0:, ~ fixed, 
a~o nl ,a,~. 
provided the limit exists. Bahadur ARE seems particularly appropriate 
for significance testing in which one is interested in as large a signifi-
cance (1-a) as possible while maintaining reasonable power. 
In this section we derive the Bahadur ARE of oa.: layer-rank test 
with respect to another.layer-rank test or the likelihood ratio test. 
For fixed ~ let us denote the Bahadur efficiency of (Tnl} with 
respect to (Tn2} by e(B,T1 ,T2). We shall show that in the case of 
layer-rank or likelihood ratio tests e(B,T1 ,T2 ) doesn't ~depend on ~ 
(provided O < ~ < 1). Our derivation of e(B,T1 ,T2 ) for these tests 
* See Hodges and Lehmann [11] for a discussion of this notion. 
**sy B-ahadur [ 1), Hodges and Lphmann[ 11] and Chernoff [ ~-], to mention a few. 
*** But see q'ieser [ 8 ]. who uses the term slightly differently. 
.;t 
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~i 
~s.- :s.lm:Har ~:to.':thac · o~ Klotz [ 13) and is based on Theorem 1 of Feller: [ ? ] ; 
we pro.ve::.b.~ lo:w.::the :·v,ers ~on:'.o.f.:'F·.e.lJer '.s"itb:.eqrefn .needed .. Jf.or,:r:tbiS.::.pa-per, since 
the-.-.or.igil.nat.:ver.si:on~ .. is pt1.9~e4 in great: genenala.ty.·:1nd is hard to apply here. 
Consider the statistic T (c) defined by (2.6), where (2.5) and 
n Ntt. 
(2.7) hold. Letting c0 = c and recalling (2.4), we define the following 
functions for n = 0,1,2, ••• , and real h, 
( 6.2) 'V (h) 
C 
n 
= JJexp[hc (u,v))dudv, 
n 
(6.3) µ (h) 
C 
n J Jc (u,v)exp{hc (u,v)]du n n = ---------- dv , /exp(hc (u,v}]du 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
and 
m (h) 
C 
n 
= 
n 
J fie (u,v}l 1exp(hc (u,v})du n n = ------------ dv, Jexp(bc (u,v})du 
n 
i = 2,3, 
fflc (u,v)l 3exp(hc (u,v))dudv. 
n n 
We assume that in addition to (2.5) the following holds: 
. * or, equivalently , that m (0) -+ m (0). We denote by I(C) the 
C C ~ 
n 
h-interval** on which m (h) is finite and m (h) -+m (h). 
c en c 
Theorem 6.1 (Feller) For any x > 0 if there is an h 
X 
in the interior 
of I(C) such that µ (h ) = x, t.he.n:·.for:.:~ny> s:~quenee x -+ x 
w. C X . C. 
-lim ! tn[P(n~ (c) ~ nx IH0 )] = xh -J tn[/exp(h-c(u,v))du]dv, n n """ n x lk,<:' ~ n-+oo J 
where P(·IH) denotes the prob. measure corresponding to an infinite 
sequence of observations from a population with cdf H. 
* By the L convergence theorem and the fact that c -+c a.s. 
r n 
** See Appendix II. 
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(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
n 
Proof: E C t . j=l n, (j) , J is a sum of bounded, independent 
. . ... 
random variables under Ro\ .tM,s: fac.t is crucial to the argument. We let 
= E[exp(hc t .)] 
n, (j) ,J 
1 j 
= -J. E exp(hc 1 .) i=l n J 
and define,for arbitrary h€I(~, zn1(h), ••• , Zn~(h) to be independent 
random variables such that, for each pair j,n with j ~ n, 
1 ~ i ~ j ~ n. 
By Lemma II. 1, if 
s (h) = 
n 
then 
n 
E Z . (h) , 
j=l nJ 
n CC> [Tl f .(h)][ / exp(-hz)dP(S (h) ~ z)]. j=l nJ nx n 
n 
Let us first find an asymptotic expression for the second factor 
on the right of (6.7). It is easy to see that 
ES (h)/n 
n 
= µc (h), 
n 
and 
o2 (s (h))/n 
n 
-ft,. Jcn(u,v)exp(hcn(u,v) ]du}·~ = µc( 2? {h)_ -------- dv n \ ,. . Jexp(hc' (u,v)'ldu ... 
- n 
Ey Lemma II. 2 ( :i.:t), the first term ~~ ~l'\e right side of ( 6. 9.);~conv~rr;es 
to µ~2) (h) uniformly on' cp#l~f:sub~ets ,Jf ';'.~(~: . (°,;£1~ lig,.;ments 
~ •· -· . ., . \ , • • ( '--• : . / .I I • 
similar to those in the proof of Lemma<rr.2 one can easily p~ove that 
-.: 
a similar result hol~s for the second term on the right side of (6.9). Thus, 
cr?.(s (h)) /n : :{~) ;~) -J· ·.,· {. }c(·~,v)·e~~[~ci~~l) ]du} 2 dv 
n Jexp[hc(u,v)]du 
:; .. - • • • r--., 
.· ..... . •: :. . . . . ··-· 
and: the ·:coi'ivergence•·ts· Ontf.ortn on:.dompaet. subsets- .. of,.:I(~ r;:: i"L ,'. L-1; ..,:/ • 
·\',\ 
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(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
is clear that a~(h) > 0 unless c is degenerate*. Also, since 
1 n 3 
- ~ Els (h)-nµ (h)I 
n j=l n en 
uniformly on compm:t subsets of I¼), by Lemma n;:2. :-. ; it follows from 
the continuity of that the quantity on the left of (6.10) is 
uniformly bounded on any ~.amp.act subset of I(C), Combining this with (6.9) 
.,,. 
and (6.8), we conclude from the normal approximation theorem** that 
=
. "' ( z-nµcn (h) ) 
P{S (h) ~ z} ~ --.--- + R (z), 
n \ n~a(h) n 
where R (z) = e(n-\), uniformly in h on any c~mpa~tsubset of I(C). 
n ~ 
It is clear that µ (h) is continuous on I(C), n = 0,1, ...• 
en ""' 
since~ by Lemma Ii: :E~,, µ (h) ~µ (h) 
C C 
uniformly on any c.0..rnp:a-c·.t subsei.: of 
n 
I(C}, and since X ~ X, it is easy to see that for large enough n 
,,,.,., n 
is an h e I(C) such that µ (h) = X and h ~h. 
n ""' c n n n X n 
Since (6.7) holds for any he I(MJ we may set h = h ' and the n 
second factor of (6.7), in view of (6.11) becomes, 
oo ( 3-nx ) J exp(-hz)d<ll % n 
nx n a(h ) 
n n 
00 
+ J exp(-h z)dR (z) 
n n nx 
n 
there 
= ( i 1 ) / 
00 
exp [ -hn ( z+nxn) ]cp(. i 3 ) dz + R:{Q-) :, _ say. 
n a(h ) '-0 n a(h ) 
n n 
Integrating by parts, we obtain 
R*(h) 
n n = 
00 
-R (z)exp(-h z)I + 
n n nx 
00 
f R (z)exp(-h z)dz. 
n n 
n nx 
n 
Since x ~ x > 0, we can assume nx > O. 
n n 
* c is degenerate if c(u,v) is a function of v only (hence= O). 
** / Loeve (15] p. 288. 
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( 6 .13) 
(6.14) 
Thus, 
(. 
IR*(h )I = O'{n-\}exp{-nh x) 
n n n n 
and (6.12), the second factor of (6.7), becomes 
[ 
1-~(n \h cr(h ) ) 
= exp(-nh x) · % n n 
n n ~{n h cr(h )) 
n n 
q.(h) given by (6.9) is clearly continuous on I(C) thus cr(h) -+cr(h) > O. 
'.-I n X 
is strictly increasing. Since µ (h) = x > 0 = µ (0), 
C X C 
it follows that h0 > O. Thus, by the Feller-Laplace expansion of Mill's 
ratio, 
1-t{n.\h cr(h )) 
n n 
Combining this with {6.13) we have, finally, 
00 
J exp{-h z)dP(S (h) ~ z) = exp(-nh x) t,(n-\). 
n n n n n 
nx 
n 
Thus, 
- l tn[P (n.\T (c) ~ nx )] 
n n n"" n 
1 n 1 % 
= - - E f rt • ( h ) + h x + - tn ( O'( n - ) ) 
n j=l J n n n n 
-+ xh - J tn[Jexp(h c{u,v))du]dv, 
X X 
by Lemma II.5, and the Lemma is proved. 
Suppose there is a finite constant 11 ( 8) 
C 
such that 
\ 1 n 
n - T ( C) = - E c O j -+ 11 ( 8) in H~-probability ( see Appendix III 
n M n j=l n,"'(j), c o 
for a discussion of this point)~ Let us select k so that the test 
n 
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(6.15) 
( 6.17) 
(6.18) 
( 5.19) 
i.e., P{T rc:)~k IH0} = l-r3.. Since n-\T (c) ~ TJ (0) in H0-probability n~... n n ~ c 
it is easy to see that k = n-\[T) (0)+ (1)). 
n C 
Letting a = P(T (c) ~ k IH0} denote the type I error of this test, n n ""' n 
we obtain from Theorem 6.1, 
Corollary 6.1 If there is an h € I(~) such that 
then 
where µ (h) is given by (6.3). 
C 
Letting e ( 0) 
C 
denote the right side of (6.16), we obtain the 
following a~ymptotic (a ~o, 0, r3 fixed) expression for the sample size 
n( e ,a,r3) required by the a-level test of the form T (c) ~ k to attain 
nM-1 
power 1-r3 at the alternative H0: 
tn(a) 
n(0,a,r3) ,v e (e) 
C 
Thus, the Bahadur ARE of (Tn(~))with respect to (Tn(~2 )) given by (6.1) 
is simply 
Now let us consider the likelihood ratio test or, equivalently, 
the test which rejects for large values of 
n 
L = n-lz i:: Z. 
n j=l J 
where zj = tn(r0(xj,Yj)), j = 1, ••• ,n, (x1 ,Y1), ••. , (Xn,Yn) is a 
sample either from HO or H0 , and r 0 = dH0/dHO is the likelihood ratio. 
Let 
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(6.20) 
(6.21) 
is finite (hence exists), then n-\L = ! ~ Z.-> 
n n j=l J ,, ( e) C 
* in He-probability Thus, if the test L ~ k has power 1-~ at n n 
He, then kn= n\(112 (e)+O(l)) and the type I error an is given by: 
a = P [ T ~ k I H0 ] • n n n 
Let I(Z) denote the interval of real numbers h on which 
fflzj 3exp(hZ)dH0 < ~. Using the methods of this section, it is easy to 
show that if there is an h0 in the interior of I(Z) such that 
ffzexp(h0Z)dH0 
= 
ffexp(h0Z)dH0 
then 
But since 
form: 
Z = tn(re(x,y)) and re= dHe/dH0, (6.20) cah be put in the 
ho 
fftn(re)(re) dH0 
ho 
JJ(re) dH0 
Thus, h0 = 1 is a solution of (6.20) and (6.21) becomes: 
1 
- - ln(a ) -> 112( e), n n 
where 11z(e) is given by (6.19). We conclude that the sample 
required by the a-level likelihood ratio test to attain power 
against He has the following asymptotic expression as a ->O 
e' ~ fixed: 
size 
1-~ 
with 
Consequently, the 8ahadur efficiency of T (C) with respect to the 
n~ 
*' . 
-:·-1 .e., the probability-measure corresponding to an infinite sequence of 
observations from a population with cdf He· 
y 
(. ~ 
..,._ I I 
~ 
: ( 
-,,J 
I 
'-" 
\, l 
' ' ~ 
v 
'-'--
\ 
·~ 
~ 
~ 
\ ( 
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(6.22) 
( 6 .23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
likelihood ratio statistic is given by: 
e(0,{T (c)),L) 
n '\14\ 
where 
eb(e) 
= Tlz< e) 
and e.(e):":is the right side of (6.16). 
:C' 
Example 6.1. Kendall's T. 
If we set c n , i , j = 2 ( i- j ( j ~ 1 ~ ) / (n+ 1),, 1 ~ i ~ j ~ n , then T (C) 
n"M. 
given by (2.6) is essentially Kendall's T-statistic. Moreover, c (u,v) 
n 
defined by (2.4) converges to c{u,v) = 2(uv - ;), uniformly on any set 
of the form O ~ u ~ 1, v0 ~ v ~ 1 (v0 > 0). Also, since lcn(u,v)I ~ 3, 
m (h) ~m (h) < oo for all real h (see (6.5)) so that I(C) = (~,oo) 
C C ~ 
n 
(see the sentence just before Theorem 6.1). Thus, by Corollary III.2, 
for any continuous bivariate cdf H0 , 
in He-probability, where Fe(x) = He(x,oo). Thus, the condition stated 
in the last paragraph of p444 is satisfied. If we let (x 1 ,Y1) and 
(x2 ,Y2 ) be independent bivariate random variables with cdf He, then 
~ (0) can be put in the form: 
T 
The right side of (6.16), call it e (e), becomes 
T 
e ( e) 
T 
1 Jh tdt 1 h 
= h T} (0)-(1- - - - r.h) + -2 
T h O et-l 4 
where h is the solution of:· 
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(6 .. 27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
h 
( e) 1 1 < 1_ .! I td~- ) • 
T)T = 4 - h h O ef..: L 
By combining (6.26) and (6.27), we can put (6.26) in the form: 
We have tabulated (Table IV) the right sides of (6.27) and (6.28) 
as functions of h; the use of this table is:'.illustrated below. 
Now consider two specific families of alternatives. 
a) A family against which Kendall's Tis ALMP: the family given by 
(5.16) with m = 1. It is interesting to compute the Bahadur efficiency 
(6.22) of Kendall's T with respect to the likelihood ratio statistic 
at fixed values of e in this family. The quantity 112(e) is, in this 
case, given by 
1 1 
- 2 £i tn(l+Bw)(l+Bw)tn(Jwl)dw. 
For the cdf H0(x,y) = F(x)G(y)[l+B(l-F(x))(l-G(y))] (6.25) becomes: 
By means of Tables:IV.,VI :we compute values of the ratio 
eT(fJ) 
nz( 9J. For 
example, i-n:-:_Tfa.ble I\Z'·\e·~ firid .. at TJ,.( e) ~ .01385::. that e,.( e) ~ .003459: 
so that e = 18. 11,.( e) ~ .2494'.. We find in Table VL that at e ~ .249JJ:', 
112(0) ~ .003468c, thus the Bahadur efficiency of T with respect ot the 
likelihood ratio statistic at e ~ .249 in the specified family is 
approximately (.003459)/(.003468) ~ .997. (see figure 5 ). 
b) The bivariate normal family with correlation P .= 0.(.l +. -e2):~\~-
11z( e) (6.23) is, in this case, .. ½ tn(l+.02 ). 
Since, in this case, (6.25) becomes: 
TJ ( e) 
T 
1 
= 2'rr arctan (~), 
*Which we have not indicated in the table. 
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we 
T 
can, :--.~sing··Tabtes'.-_.IV .~an:lV.,.compute values of the Bahadur efficiency of 
compared to the likelihood ratio statistic against normal alternatives 
for s.pecific values of the parameter . e (see figure 4 ) . 
Exa:.iple 6.2. The Normal Scores Layer-Rank Test. 
In Example 4,1 we derived a layer-rank which is ALMP against the 
bivariate Hormal alternative. The test statistic ·is 
T (C) 
n ""' 
where 
L* . 
n, J 
= n -\ £ µ a I . L * . j= 1 v ( j )' J n, J , 
j-1 
E µ. I i=l i n j > 1 
j = 1 
and µ •
1 
. ]. J 
th is the expected value of the i- largest of 
standard normal random variables. 
(4.8), is 
c(u,v) 
The q.m. limit of c (u,v), given by 
n 
Since q>(x) N !xi as x -+ -oo and is bounded on any set of the i1xY 
form x ~ x 0 > -oo , we have, for any r ~ 0, 
and for any h (-oo < h < oo) 
JJexp(hjc(u,v)])dudv = LLexp(hjy(x+ :~~~)\)~(y)~(x)dydx < ®· 
Thus, by the Schwarz inequality, the set A of Lemma II.6 is (-00,00); 
consequently I(£,}= (-00,00). 
j 
We shall be dealing with two families of alternatives (see parts a) 
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and b) of the previous example) and conjecture* that for a bivariate cdf 
He in either of these families 
n"'~ (c) -> Jf ~-ite(x,y) )[ ~ -\F(x) + cp( ~-l(F(x))) )dH (x~y) 
n 11/1\ F(x) F(x) T} :" ·,.:, 
= Tic ( 0), say, 
in H0-probability. 
Letting L(x) = x + :~~l we see that the right side of (6.16) is 
00 00 
ec(~) = h0T}c(0) - [00 tn([00exp(h0yL(x))~(y)dy]~(x)dx 
00 
= heT}c(0) - ½ hi [00 L2 (x) (x)dx = heflc(0) - ½ hi. 
Moreover, since he satisfies (6.15), we have 
00 
T} ( 0) 
C Joo £x,yL(x)exp(h0yL(x))~(y)dy = . --00---------- ~(x) dx 
fooexp(h0(yL(x))~(y)dy 
00 
= he L L2 (x)~(x)dx = he. 
Thus, 
e (0) = ½(Tl (0))2. 
C C 
We have computed Bahadur efficiencies of this statistic with respect 
to the likelihood ratio statistic for the two families of alternatives 
considered in Example 6.1 (see Figures 4 and 5 ); the reader will find 
in Tables IV, V, VI, and VII values of e (0) and Tl· (0),for both of the 
C Z 
above statistics and both of the above families of distributions, from 
which the Bahadur efficiencies in Figures 4 and 5 were computed. 
* See Appendix III. 
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(7.1) 
7. Some Remarks on the Small Sample Properties of Layer-Rank Tests. ~ 
Consider a family 1-l. = {H0 :-oo < 0 < oo} of continuous bivariate 
distributions, where H0(x,y) = F(x)G(y). Let G0(ylx) be the conditional 
cdf of Y given X = x. We say that Y is stochastically increasing 
(decreasing) in X for fixed e if G0(ylx) is non-increasing (non-
decreasing) in x. 
Lemma 7.1 If T (c) is a test statistic of the form (2.3), if 
n~ 
c i" ~ c i'. for all i ~ i', 1 ~ j ~ n, and if Y is stochastically 
n J n J 
increasing or decreasing in X as e > 0 or e < O, then the test 
T (C) ~ k is unbiased. 
n""" 
Proof: In view of the marginal free nature of Tn(SJ we can assume 
without loss of generality that the marginal of X is independent of e. 
Recall the definitions of i = 1, .•. ,n, and let 
Y(i)' x(i)' t(i)' i = 1., .•. ,n, denote realizations of these random 
variables. Let v 1 , •.. , Vn be independent uniform (0,1) random variables 
independent of x1 , ... , Xn. We define on (0,1), for fixed e and x, 
y0(v;x) - inf(y:G0(ylx) = v}. 
y0(v;x) is strictly increasing in v for fixed x and e and is 
non-de~reasing in x for fixed e > 0 and v, by the assumption that 
Y is stochastically increasing in X for e > O. Note that y0(v;x) = y0(v) 
is independent of x. 
Clearly, the random vectors (X(i)' y0(vi;X(i))), i = 1, ••• ,n, 
have the same distribution as (X(i)'y[i]) when the sample is taken from 
He· Thus, knowing e, for each realization (v1 , ••• , vn; x(l)'•••, x(n)) 
one; can construct the corresponding realization 
'Now consider t(j)(B), the corresponding realization of the layer-
rank t(j)~ letting z(x) = 1(0) as x ~ (<) 0, we have 
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-(7.2) 
= 
= 
but the latter is tj(O), the corresponding realization of t(j) when 
e = O. The conditional probabilities of the two tealizations t(j)(e) 
and t(j)(O) given x 1 , ... , xn are the same since they depend only on 
the V's and not on e. To summarize, if we condition on the X-values, 
then for each realization t;(o) of t(j)' j = l, ... ,n when e = 0 
there corresponds an equiprobable realization t~( 0) 
J 
j = l, ..• ,n when 
e > 0 and moreover t~(O) ~ t~(-0), 
J J 
j=l, .•. ,n. Since T (c) 
nl'A\ is non-
decreasing in t(j) for each j this immediately implies that, for any k, 
and, since the distribution of x1 , ... , xn is independent of e, this 
impld.es that 
Po{T (c) ~ k) ~ Pe{T (c) ~ K}. 
n""' n~ 
The reverse inequality is proved similarly when e < 0 and the Lemma 
is proved. 
Suppose that for each e there is a strictly indreasing function 
m(y;0) on the range of Y. Since layer-rank statistics are marginal 
free* we can define a new family of bivariate distributions call it 'J-l(m) 
by setting Y' = m(Y;0) for each e and the distributional properties of 
any layer-rank statistic will be unchanged. 
* See Section 1. 
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(7.3) 
We prove below that under certain conditions a layer-rank test is 
not only unbiased but also has a monotone power function; first, however 
it is necessary to introduce a certain property of families of distributions. 
Consider a family '11. = {H8:-oo < e < oo} of bivariate disttibutions. 
Defining y8(v;x) by (7.1), we say that ':fl satisfies condition (7.3) 
if for x1 ~ x2 and any v1 and v2 
(i) y8(v2 ;x2 ) - y8(v1;x1) is either negative or non-decreasing in e, 
and 
(ii) the marginal distribution of X doesn't depend on e. 
Corollary 7.1 Let :ff.= {H8 :-oo < 8 < oo} be a family of bivariate 
distributions. If there is a family'. ··{m( o; 0)} of transformations of Y:·· 
as described above such that the transformed family 1/.(m) satisfies 
condition (7.3) and if T (c) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7.1 
n'V\\ 
then the test Tn(..s) has a monotone non-decreasing power function. 
Proof: Let e1 < e2 and in the proof of Lemma 7.1 change (7.2) to: 
j 
z(y[jrY[i)) l: i=l 
= 
j 
z(y8 (v.;x(")) - Ye/vi;x(i))) I: i=l 2 J J 
j 
z(ye (v.;x(·)) - Ye (vi;x(i))) I: 
i=l 1 J J 1 
The difficulty of verifying condition (7.3) makes this Corollary 
rather impractical in its present form; nevertheless, we are able to 
apply it to families of the form (4.2). In fact, if we set Y' = a(B)Y, 
( ) G- 1(v) + Bb(x)/a(~) d d. i (7 3) d then y0 v;x becomes ~ an con it on • re uces 
to the requirement that b(x) and 0/a(B) be non-decreasing in x and 
e, respectively. Thus in particular the power function of any test 
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(7.4) 
T (C) ~ k such that c .. ~ c i'·' i ~ i', 1 ~ j ~ n, has a monotone 
n ;;,,( niJ n J 
power function against the normal alternative, since in that case we can 
select b(x) = ~-1(x) and 0/a(e) = e1J1+02-. 
Note that since G0(y0(v;x)lx) = v, we have 
(o/o0)y0(v;x) = -((o/o0)G0(ylx})/g0(ylx), where y = y0(v;x). Thus a 
sufficient condition for (7.3) (t) is 
( o/o0)G0(y 11 x1) 
ge(Y1lx1) 
We remark, finally, that if a layer-rank statistic satisfies the 
conditions of Corollary 7.1 for some bivariate family and if it has 
non-zero Pitman efficiency (3.20), then it follows from (3.16) and Corollary 
7.1 that T (c) is consistent against any e > 0 in that family. 
n"""' 
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( 8 .1) 
(8.2) 
8. Comparison of Layer-Rank Tests with Rank Tests. 
In this section, as in Section 3, we will be dealing with a- family 
of bivariate cdf's {H0 :-oo < e < oo) and we shall assume that (3.3), (3.4), 
(3.5) and (3.6} hold for this family. We shaw first that the locally 
most powerful (LMP) rank test statistic is ·in a class of statistics 
proposed by Hoeffding t}2·] .o.£ .. whic.h .:e.hQaestudied by Bhuchongkul [3] form 
Let 1 = (R[ 1], .•. , R[ n]) be the ordinary ( not layer) ranks of 
Y[l]'"""' Y[n] (seep. 4 for a definition of the Y(j]). If r = (r1 , .•• ,rn) 
is a permutation of (1,2, ••• ,n) and if ra. = i, i = 1, ••• ,n, then, 
1. 
using notations introduced on p.13, we have 
where 
0 
y ·1 J n 
n 
= n! J I 
xl~ ... ~xn 
f f TT r 0(x. ,Y )g(y1)dy1dF(x1:) s s i=l 1. ri Y1-·. ·-Yn 
1 
= -n 
n O 0 
Eo[ re(x.l , Y I )], i=l J n rj n 
XO i h · th 1 t f 1 XO XO f F( ) d jln st e J- arges o a samp e 1 , ••• , n rom x an 
th o o· is the j- largest of a sample Y1 , ... , Yn from G(y) and the 
0 0 0 0 X 'sand Y 's are independent (the X 'sand Y 's should not be confused 
with the sample _(x 1 ,Y l), ••• , (Xn ,Yn), drawn·:.flf.oin a::.popu.la·.tioil. -~~t;h .cqf:.,a.': 
from which th~:'raiiks·.··it[l}~-t:. ;R.fn]:.-~ie computed.) 
The LMP rank test rejects for values r of R giving large values of 
Mt Mt-' 
{o/o0)P0(l = l)le:o· Thus, the following lemma implies that any test 
which rejects for large values of 
(. *) -\ n [ ( 0 0 ) ] s· . 6 . = n ~ E s· X . , , Y I 
n j=l J· n r j n 
is LMP.(the notation S (b*) is explained below), wheres is given by (3.3}. 
n 
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\ai.l 
; Lemma 8.1 If (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) hold, then (o/o8)P8(_! = ~)le=O = 
1 n O 0 
- , E E [s (X •
1 
, Y I ) ] . 
n. j=l J n rj n 
Proof: For compactness of notation we let 0 0 re = re(X · 1 ' y I ) . 
. J n r. n 
J J 
(8.3) 
From (8.1) we obtain 
P8(R=r)-1/n! .. ti#,.,.. 
n! e 
n 
= E[ TT re.-1]/e 
. 1 J J= 
= E[( fr r~.-1) 2 + 2( fr r~.-1) ]/8 
· 1 J • 1 J J= J= 
i % 
n n .. \ rej-1 2 n n \ rej-1 
= e E [ E ( TI re. H--rr) ] + 2 E [ .E ( TI re.)( a ) ] . 
j=l i='j+l J J=l i=j+l J 
Consider the first term in the last member of (8.3) 
% 
0 E[ f ( fr /•a ) tej-\ )2 
j=l i=j+1 ej. 8 
\ 4 n 00 00 re(x,y)-1 2 
~ n(n!) e j~l [
00
[
00 
( e ) g(y)dydF(x) 
-+ 0 as e -+O, by (3.6). (Bear in. mind that n is fixed.) 
Now consider the second term in the last member of (8.3) 
% 
n n \ re.-1 n n \ 
2 _E E[( TT re.)( J )] = EE[( TT r 8 .). (x. 1 ,Y I )] + d(0), J=l i=j+l i j=l i=j+l 1 J n rj n 
(do not confuse rj with r 8j), 
where 
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(8.4) 
( 8. 5) 
(8.6) 
fd(0))2 
n n 1- /~ .-1 
= 4 I .r. E [ ( TT r '2 • ){ ( 0 J ) 
J=l i=j+l 0i a 
stx I ,Y In) 2 
. ~ j, n .:r j } l I 
n -fir r ~(X • 1 'y I ) 1 S ( 
& 4n -~ E[ I I r .]E[( J n rj n - Xjln'Yr I ) 
J-1 i=j+l 01. 0 ) _ j n 2 
~ 4n(n!)2 £ foofoo [(r~(x,y)-1) - S(x,y) ]2g(y)dydF(x) 
._1 -00-00 A o J- . 
---+ 0 as 0 ---+ 0 • 
Since the limit as 0 ---+O of the first member of (8.3) is 
n!(o/o0)i0(R=r)j 0=O' the Lemma is proved. 
We define the function b*(u,v) in the unit square as follows: 
b*(u,v) = s(F-1(u),G-1(v)). 
Conditions (3.4) and (3.5) imply that b*(u,v) 
that Jb*(u,v)du = Jb*(u,v)dv = O. 
is square integrable and 
Let us consider a more general situation in which we are given an 
arbitrary square incegrable function b(u,v) for which Jb(u,v)du = 
Jb(u,v)dv = 0. We define 
b .. = E[b(Uil ,V.I )], n,i,J n J n 
where uiln is the i
th largest of n uniform (0,1) random variables 
]2 
ul, .•. ' Un, v.
1 
is the j th largest of n uniform (0,1) random variables 
J n 
and the U's and V's are independent. 
We define the rank statistic s (b) as follows: 
n 
-\ n s: (b) = n r. b . R . 
n j = 1 n., ~ u ] , J 
Note that if we define a bivariate step function: 
( ) 
- b i ., b u,v - n, ,J n 
i-1 i j-1 j 
-- ~ U < -, -- ~ V < -, 1 ~ i, j ~ n, 
n n n n 
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then 
s· (b) 
n 
\ n R[ . ] j 
= n- E :...b (-J- , n+l ) . j=l n n+l 
Lemma 8.6 states that S (b*), given by (8.5) and (8.6) with b* given 
n 
by (8.4), is the LMP rank statistic for testing e = 0 vs e > O in the 
family {H0 :·e ~ O}. We shall show that Sn(b*) is also ALMP and find 
an expression for the Pitman ARE of one such statistic with respect to 
another by which we will compare them with layer-rank statistics. 
For any square integrable functions -b1 and b2 , defined on the 
unit square, we let (as in .Section 3) p(b1 ,b2) = JJb1(u,v)b2(u,v)dudv. 
Recalling the definition of P and Q given on p.1~- we have 
n n 
Lemma 8.2 If s, defined by (3.3), satisfies (3.4) ., .. (3.6) and ... , 
( 3.~-5} with -~B-:·.-=· 0 ·! and if b is a square integrable function on the unit 
square such that Jb(u,v)du = Jb(u,v)dv = O, then 
( 
\ 
Proof: To prove (1) we introduce two statistics: 
% n . 
= n- Eb (G(Y[j])' _j_l ), j=l n n+ 
and 
% n 
= n- .Eb (G(Y[·]), F(X(·))). 
J=l n J J 
We remark that under Pn G(Y[j)) = Uj, j = 1, .•• ,n, are independent 
uniform (o.;1) r4rtdo91 variables as are F(X.) = V., 
J J 
j = 1, ... ,n and the 
U's and V's are independent. Since E0 [ b ( U . , j l) ] n J n+ = E [b (R[j] j )] 0 0 n n+ 1 ' n+ 1 = ' 
we have by HJjek [ 9] Lemma 2.1, 
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(8.8) 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
l n . R[ . ] . 
= - ~ E [ b (U _J_) - b (-J J ) ]2 
n j= 1 0 n j ' n+ 1 n n+ 1 ' n+ 1 
1 n bi. 1 n i. ~ - ~ 2 max n J [ 2 - ~ b2 . ] "2 
n j=l l~i~n 7 n i=l n,i,J 
f b2 •• 1% j=l n,1,J 
I An examination of the proof of Hajek [ 9] Lemma 6.1 will convince 
the reader that b {u,v) -+b{u,v) in q.m. and this implies the uniform 
n 
integrability of b . Thus 
n 
and 
since A 
n 
1 n n ~ E 
;;
2 i=l j=l 
b2 
n,i,j = Jfb!(u,v)dudv-+ lbl~ < 00 
1 £ max b2 . . = ff b2(u,v)dudv -+ 0, 
n2 J·=l 1~·~ n,1,J A n 
_1._n 
n 
is a set whose Lebesgue measure approaches zero as n -+00. From (8.8), 
(8.9) and (8.10) we conclude that E0[sn(b)-sn1(b)]2 -+0. 
Also 
1 n . 
= - E E0{/[b (u, __J_1)-b {u,F{X( .)))]
2 du} 
n j=l n n+ n J 
R' 
= E0{J[b (u, _!__1)-b (u,v1)]
2 du} 
n n+ n 
where R1 is the rank of v1 = F(X1) among V. , ••• , V • By Hajek [ 9] b n 
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(8.12) 
Lemma 2.1 the last term of (8.11) is smaller than 
Combining this with the previous result, we conclude that 
E0 [Sn(b)-Sn2 (b) ]
2 
-) o. Since 
~ n 
= n- Eb(G(Y[.)),F(X(·))) j=l n J J 
= n-\ ~ b (G(Y.), F(X.)) j=l n J J 
is a sum of independent and identically distributed random variables, 
(1) is proved. 
,To prove part (2) we introduce 
-\ n ~ n S 3(b) = n .E b(G(Y[·]), F(X(·))) = n- E b(G(Y.), F(X.)). n J= 1 J J j= 1 J J 
Note that T defined in 
n 
(3.9) is . asn3(b*); therefore, by Lemma 3.1 part (2) and (3.11), we 
may substitute asn3(b*) for Ln in Lemma 3.1 part (3). 
It is clear that i,(sn3(b), asn3(b*)1Pn) is asymptotically normal 
with correlation ffb(u,v)b*(u,v)dudv/lbl2 lb*l2 = p(b,b*). Therefore, 
by Lemma 3.1 part (3) with Ln replaced by sn3(b*), 1,(sn3(b)IQn) -) 
N(ap(b,b*)lbl 2 lb*l 2 , lbl~), and part (1) of this lemma follows from this 
combined with Lemma 3.1 part (1) and the fact that E0[sn3(b)-Sn(b)]
2 
-)0. 
We conclude from Lemnm (8.2) by arguments similar to those used in 
Section 4 that B (b*) is ALMP and that the Pitman ARE of any two 
n 
Bhuchongkul statistics Sn(b1) and Sn(b2), 
p(bl,b*) 
e(Sn(bl), sn(b2)) = plb2,b*) 
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say, is 
( 8 .13) 
( 8 .14) 
(8.15) 
(8.16) 
where b* is defined by (8.4). Thus the ARE of S (b) compared to 
n 
the layer-rank statistic T (C) 
n Wt\ 
defined in Section 2, is 
e(s (b), T (c)) 
n n M 
p(b,b*) 
= p(c,c*) 
where c* is given by (3.14). 
V 
It is easy to see that c*(u,v) = b*(u,v) - if O b*(u,w)dw; thus 
1 
Jfc(u,v)c*(u,v)dudv = //[c(u,v) - J c(u,w) dw]b*(u,v)dudv. 
V W 
Also 
lc*l2 
and since, 
= //[b*(u,v)] 2 dudv - 2/J J l b(u,v)dwdvdu 
V 
~v 
1 V 
+ JJ[v lo b(u,w)dw]2 dudv, 
1 V ff[v lo b(u,w)dw] 2 dudv = 
we have 
= 2/J J l b(u,v)b(u,w)dwdvdu, 
w~v v 
1 
Combining (8.14) and (8.15) and letting b (u,v) = c(u,v) - J c(u,w) dw 
C V W 
we have 
* * p(c,c) = p(bc,b ). 
Since lc1 2 < 00 implies lbc1 2 < 00 and /Jc(u,v)du = /Jc(u,v)dv = 0 
implies f Jb (u,v)du ~ Jfb (u,v)-dv = 0, the rank statistL . .- S (b ) 
C C n C 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 8.2. Thus, by (8.16) the ARE of 
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p(b ,b*) * Sn(bc) with respect to Tn(~) _is p(cc?Y = 1 for any b. We emphasize 
that this is true for any family of bivariate distributions satisfying 
(3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6). In other words, the statistics T (C) 
n 
and S (b) are indistinguishable in terms of Pitman ARE. 
n C 
Some ALMP layer-rank tests and their equivalent ALMP rank tests 
· h f. h · th 1 f · 1 are listed below; µ. 1. is t e mean:o t e 1- argest o J norma r.v. i J 
Layer-Rank Test Rank Test 
... 
Kendall's T: Spearman's p (Rank Correlation): 
Tn (,S) -3/2 n - ¾) s (b ) -5/2 n . ( n) = n 1: (f'(") = n 1: J R[ . ] - 2 
. 1 J n C ., 1 J J= J= 
Normal Scores: Normal Scores: 
T (C) -1/2 n L* s (b ) -1/2 n = n E µt. I . = n E µ I µ. 1 n. j= 1 '( j) J n,j n C j=;=l R[j] n J n 
1 n (L . = µj(n - -:-y E µ., .) n, J J- . 1 i J J= 
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(I.1) 
(I.2) 
(I. 3) 
(I.4) 
Appendix I L -Convergence of Certain Functions. 
-r------------------
In this section we denote by b(u,v) a square integrable function 
whose domain is the unit square and which satisfies 
J b(u,v)du = 0. 
We make the following definitions: 
b(u,v) = 
b (u,v) 
n 
V 
(J b(u,w)dw)/v, 
0 
j-1 
i-1 s < _! 
. - u . 
J J 
a=l J ~ n 
i-1 s < ! j-lsv<l v~.!. j - u j' n - n' n 
b (u,v) 
n 
E E[b(Uil . ,Vrvl ] , 
1 
v<-
n 
where Uilj is the t th largest of j independent uniform (0,1) random 
variables, V ., J n 
· h . th 1 f is t e J- argest o n independent uniform (0,1) 
random variables (v1 , .•. , Vn) and the U's and V's are independent. 
Lemma I.1 If b is square integrable and satisfies (I.1) and if 
b .. = E[b(Uil .,V.I )], n,1,J J J n 1 ~ i ~ j ~ n, then b (u,v) = b i ., n n, , J 
Proof: By Feller [6] p. 163 (10.9), we have for j < 1 
1 j-1 
E -:--1 E b(U.lj'Vrvl ) J- a=l 1 ~ n 
n j-1 1 1 a 1 a 
= - E (~-1)J E[b(U ·I. ,v) ]v "'! (1-v)n- dv j - 1 a= 1 ~- 0 1 J 
= (j-l)!(tj.-j)! 
1 1 . 2 . J E[b(u.
1
• ,v)] J wJ- (1-w)n-Jdwdv 
0 1 J V 
= (j-l)!(n-j)! 
1 
£ 1 w • 1 n · - J E[b(Uil. ,v) ]dv wJ- (1-w) -Jdw w O J 
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= E [b cu . I . , v · 1 ) J • 
1. J J n 
For j = 1, since u111 = u1, Elb(u111 ,v11n] = O; therefore, the lemma 
is proved. 
Lemma I.2 If b is continuous a.e. then b ~ b a.e. and b ~b a.e. 
n n 
( ( ) ] i-1 i J
0 
-1 J0 Proof: b u,v) = E[b Uil .,V.I where -. ~ u <-:- and - ~ v <-
n J Jn J J n n 
or, equivalently, i = [ju]+l and j = [nv]+l. For fixed (u,v) let 
f3 (x,y;u,v) 
n 
denote the joint density of (U., . , V., ) . 
1 J J n 
It is easy to see 
that, for any € > O, f3 (x,y;u,v) 
n 
aproaches zero uniformly in (x,y) for 
lx-ul > E, iY-vl > E. From this and the integrability of b it follows 
that b (u,v) = ffb(x,y)~ (x,y;u,v)dxdy ~b(u,v). 
n n 
Note that b is clearly a.e. continuous and that 
fflb(u,v)l4udv = 
1 V ff[- f b(u,w)dw] 2 dudv 
V Q 
= 
1 V ff - f Jb(u,w)fdw dudv 
V Q 
f J tn(.!) I b(u,w) I dwdu 
w 
1 
~ [f tn2 (w)dw] 2 [/fb2 (u,w)dwdu] < oo. 
Thus, by Lemma II. 1 an argument identical .. to that used for 
that b n ~ b a. s • I 
b implies 
n 
The reader will recall that we use L and · I ·I to denote the 
r r 
space of r- th integrable functions defined in the unit square and the norm 
of the space. 
Lemma 1.3 (1) If 
a 5 > 0 such that 
b(u,v) € L 2 , then I bn-b)2 ~ 0, and ( (2) if there is 
1 
/(JI b( u, v) 12 ( l+B) dv) l+Bdu < oo, then ltin-lif2 ~ O. 
Proof: ( 1) By Lemma IQ2 and the L -convergence theorem*, it suffices to 
r 
* I Loeve [1~] p. 163. 
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(I.5) 
* By Fatou's lemma, 1 im inf I b 12 ~ I b 12 • n-+oo n 
On the other hand, using Jensen's inequality, we have, 
1 j 1 lbnl~ = n I; . j=l J 
1 n 1 
~ - E -:-
j 2 
E E [b (u .
1 
. , v .
1 
) ] = I bl22 . n j=l J 
Since 
ff (b(u,v) )2 dudv 
i=l i J J n 
1 V ~ ff - f b2 (u,w)dwdudv 
V Q 
_1_ l 1 
~ JJ(.!) 1+8[J Jb(u,w)l 2+28 dw] 1+8 dudv < oo, 
V Q 
part (2) follows from Lemma I.1 by an identical argument. 
:·. 1 
Remark: It is clear that the condition J[ffb(u,v)l 2+28d~-fl+Bdu< oo 
can be replaced by a weaker condition: 
* Ibid. p. 125, B. 
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(I.8·) 
Let u 1 , ••• , Un and v1 , ••• , Vn be independent uniform {O;,.l} random 
variables. Suppose Va ~ Va ~ ••. ~Va, it is clear that Ua , •.. , Ua 
1 2 n 1 n 
are independent uniform (0,1) random variables and are independent of 
the V's. Let V rv = V · 1 , 
I..N. J n 
J 
j=l, ••• ,n, let u.,. 
l. J 
be the i th largest 
0 f u cxl , ... , u ex j and let be the rank of among ua ' •.• ' ua .. 
1 J 
We define the statistics 
\ n 
Z = n- E b(U.,V.) 
n j=l J J 
\ n 
= n- E b(Urv ,v., ), 
j=l \.A,j J n 
and, recalling (1.4) and (1.3), 
* -\ :i1, [ ( t ( j ) j ) - ( t (j ) -j ) ] 
Z = n .r. b n J. + 1 ' n+ 1 - b n J0 + 1 ' n+ 1 • 
n J=l 
Lemma l.~ Under the conditions of Lemma 1.3(2), if 
Jb(u,v)du = Jb(u,v)dv = O, then E(Z -z*) 2 ~o. 
n n 
Proof: It is clear that EZ = O, thus EZ 2 = J/b2 (u,v)dudv. Letting 
n n 
¢ { u'.,\,) I~ • ff ) 
n ...... ,. 
ua , ••• ' ua., 
1 J 
b.tl ( U, V) -b tt ( U, V) 
we have 
E[Z z*] 
n n 
and noting that \j) depends only on 
From Lemma 1.1 and the fact that we obtain 
a [b ( U rv , V · 1 ) , 
I..N. J n 
J 
::c \j) j 
:.n ( j+ 1 ' n+ 1 ) ] 
1 j 
E [h ( U i I j , V j I n) ] ( : ::. .. J(-i j ) = j l: 'C • 1 ' n+l i=l J+ 
1 j i 
_J_) ( .. 
. ' ( i 
' nil)· = 1 E b: (~ ' n+l \ ·. . !(?' ~ i=l n J+ .. n J+ 
Letting t' be the rank of ua. among Ua , ••• , ua.' we have, for i < j, 
l. 1 l. 
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a [ ·b( U rv , V • I ) , 
'""'i 1 n 
( ! . . C ·, ( t ( j ) j ) ) 
· · ~n j+l ' n+l 
. . t 
1 J ( )][ 1 J r. '( j j ) 
+[-:-I: E,bUa•1·'Vil -:--1 I:·,· ·c' ·+1 'n+l J t '= 1 <, J . n J - l= ~ · · n J 
1 j 
since -:- I: Eb(U.e,,
1
.,v.
1 
) = E[Jb(u,v.
1 
)du] = o. 
J t'=l J J n J n 
Inserting (I.9) and (r.8,) into (I.7,), we obtain, 
* 1 n 1 j ,, · , ( i j ) ]2 E[Z Z ] = - I: -:- I: [, :_ -c / -:--1 , -1 
n n n j=l J i=l . . n J+ n+ 
= JJ[(b {u,v)-b (u,v)]2 dudv ~ J/[b(u,v)-li(u,v)]2 dudv, 
n n 
by Lemma I. 2 • 
Finally, 
E[z*]2 = J/[b (u,v)~b (u,v)]2 dudv ~ J/[b(u,v)~b(u,v)]2 dudv. 
n n n 
Thus, 
E(Z -z*) 2 
n n 
~ JJ[b(u,v))2 dudv - J/[b(u,v).b(u,v)]2 dudv 
= 2/Jb(u,v)b(u,v)dudv - JJ[b(u,v)]2 dudv = O, 
~ . ( \ 
'): 
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since 
ff [b( u, v) ]2 dudv 
1 V 
= 2ff[v t. b(u,w)dw]b(u,v)dudv 
= 2JJ b{u,v)b(u,v)dudv. I 
Suppose that (x1 ,Y1), ••• , {Xn,Yn) is a sample from a bivariate 
population with continuous CDF F(x)G{y), where G has density g. 
It is well known that if we set U. = G(Y.), V. = F(X.), 
J J J J 
j=l, ... ,n, 
then the U's and V's are independent uniform (0,1) random variables. 
If s(x,y) is a function satisfying (3.4) and (3.5), then the function 
b(u,v) = s(F-1(v),G-1(u)) satisfies the conditions of Lemma I.~, from 
which we obtain the following: 
Corollary I. 5 
respectively. 
Let T and T (c*) be given by (3.9) and (3.13), 
n n 'fl\. 
If s(x,y) satisfies (3.4) and (3.5), then E[T -T (r.*)]2 ~o. 
n n-. 
Corollary I.6 If b is square integrable and if Jb(u,v)du = Jb(u,v)dv = 0, 
then lbl 2 = lb-bl2 . 
Let us define J {u) by (2.9.1) and c( 2)(u,v) by (2.4) with c(~i) . 
n n n, ,J 
given by {2 .8.2) and L . = 1. 
n,J 
Lemma I~7 If there is an a.s. continuous function J such tha~ for some 
8 > 0, IIJ fl 2+28 < oo and IIJn - Jll 2+28 ~ 0, then I c~2 ) - c( 2 )1 2 ~ O, 
where c( 2)(u,v) = J(uv) - ¾J~ J(w)dw. 
Proof. In view of the remarks following (2.7), it suffices to prove 
that c'(u,v), given by (2.4) with c .. = J i' approaches J(uv) in q.m. 
n n,1.,J n, 
. j [nv] Letting v = - = --, it is clear from (2.9.1) that c'(u,v)= J {uv ). 
n n n n n n 
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Thus, 
Now, 
le~ - J(uv)l2 
= [Jf (J (uv ) - ... J(uv) )2 dudv]i 
n n 
= Rnl + Rn2' say. 
V 
n 
= [f _!_ f (J (u)-J(u)) 2 dudv]i 
vn O n 
= 
and, for any€> 0, 
Since 
[ff(J(uv )-J(uv))2 dudv]i 
n 
€ 
[J0J(J(uvn)-J(uv))
2 dudv]i 
V 
1 1. n i 
+ ct ~ lo (J(u)-J(u: )) 2 dudv] 
n n 
= Rn21 + Rn22' say. 
can be made arbit~arily small by selecting € small enough and since 
V 
arid : . ~ --+ 1 uniformly in v ~ € > 0 it follows from the a. s. 
V 
continuity and square integrability of J that Rn22 --+O for any 
€ > O, and the lemma is proved. 
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-, Appendix II Properties· of Moment Generating and Related Functions. 
( II.1) 
Let F1 , ... , Fn be the cdf's of independent random variables 
x1 , ... , Xn. We denote by f i (h) = Eexp(.hXi) = J exp(hx)dF i(x), i = 1, ... ,n, 
the moment generating function of X •• For each h such that 
1. 
are finite we define z.(h), i = 1, ... ,n, 
l. 
independent random variables such that 
dP(Z. (h) ~ z) 
l. 
= 
exp(hz) dP(X ~ ) 
f. (h) i - z ' 
1. 
i = 1, ... ,n. 
n 
Lenuna Ilol If S (h) = E Z.(h), then 
n i=l 1. 
n 00 n 
P[ EX.~ x] = 
i=l 1. 
TT f. (h) r exp(-hz)dP(S (h) ~ z). 
. 1 l. * n 1= 
00 n 
to be 
Proof: Jxexp(-hz)dP(Snl,h) ~ z) = J . . . I 
z 1+ .. . +zn~x 
E exp(-hz. )dP( Z. (h) ~ z1 ) i= 1 l. 1 
= 
We next prove various properties of the functions 
and m , n = 0,1, ... , defin~d by (6.2)-(6.5). 
C 
n 
Lemma II.2 If I(C) = (h:m · (h) ~ m (h)}, It¥ C C then ( i) if 
n 
empty it is an interval containing the origin, 
i=2, 3, 
I(C) is non-
M\ 
(ii) 'Ve ~ '-"c' µc ~ µc, µ~i)~ µ~i), i = 2,3, uniformly in h 
n n n 
on any compact subset, A, of I(C). 
'II\\ 
(iii) *c' µc, and ~J.?), i = 1,2, are uniformly bounded in hon A. 
Proof: From Jensen's inequality and (2.4) we obtain 
fexp(h~n(u,v))du ~ 1. 
Suppose hl E I ( C), 
"\1 
and let O ~ h ~ h1 , then, again from 
Jensen's inequality, we have for any m ~ O, i = O, .. ,,3, 
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J~ J [le (u,v)liexp(hc (u,v))/Jexp(hc (w,v))dw]dudv 
{ I c 1~m} n n n 
n 
i 
f f [fc (u,v)l 3exp(hc (u,v))/Jexp(hc (w,v))dw]dudv 3 
{ I c 1~m} n n n 
n 
i 
'f f le (u,v)! 3exp(hc (u,v))dudv 3 
(lcnl~m) n n 
which, by (2.2), (6.6) and the assumption that h1 € I(~), implies* that 
( i) 
*c , µc , µc , i = 2,3, and m~ are uniformly integrable uniformly in 
n n n n 
h, O ~ h ~ h1, a similar result being true if h1 ~ O. Clearly, this 
implies* ( i}, ( ii) and (iii). I 
t 
In order to prove the monotonicity of µ (h) we require the following 
C 
result: 
Lemma III3 Let· X : · be a re.al 'random variable with distributi_on · F. and 
fi~i~e mean,µ. If g(x) is a non-decreasing, a.e. Finite function on 
''J 
the li*e, ~h~~ a(x;g(X)):~(O~ ·!( ) 
· l: 
This result is so obvious that one must, classify it as statistical 
) 
. . f' ( . ', ( \ · ,' I ) . , ,. ,' \ 1 '. , ( \ 
folklore; nevertheless, the only·proof:·of which we are aware is the 
following, which is due to Sobel [22]: 
Proof: Let EX=µ; -oo < µ < oo and g non-decreasing imply that lg(µ)I < oo. 
00 
a(X,g(X)) = f (x-µ)g(x)dF(x) 
-00 
µ 00 
= J (x-µ)g(x)dF(x) + J (x-µ)g(x)dF(x) 
-00 µ 
:·.µ µ ~ g(µ) J (x-µ)dF(x) +. g(µ) J (x-µ)dF(x) = 0. I 
-00 -00 
We are now ready to prove the strict monotonicity of µ(h). 
*see Lo~ve :(151, .p.:··:163; L -convergence Theorem. 
. . . . . . . . . . .. r 
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(II.2) 
Lemma II.4 µ (h) is strictly increasing inside I(C) provided c 
C ~ 
is non-degenerate*. 
Proof: We show that µc(h) has a positive derivation inside I~. 
Suppose h1 > 0, h1 € I(~), for tixed h and any ·5 such that 
0 ~ h < h+6 ~ h1 , if we define, for each v, the density function 
f(u;v) = exp(hc(u,v)/Jexp(hc(w,v))dw, then, suppressing the arguments 
of c, we have 
(µ (h+6) - µ (h))/6 
C C 
(ec6_1) f c 6 F(u,v)du 
c6 1 l 
- Jcf(u,v)du J e 5- f(u,v)du dv. 
From the inequality lex-11 ~ lxl(ex+l) we have, for r = 0,1, 
cr(exp(c8)-1)/Bf(u,v) ~ Jcl 2 (exp(c(h+8)) + exp(hc)) ~ 2lcl 2 (1+exp(h1c)). 
Thus, by the dominated convergence theorem, if r = 1 or 2, 
Jcr(u,v)(exp(Bc(u,v))-1)/8f(u;v)du --+Jcr+l(u,v)f(u;v)du, as 6 --+0, 
and, similarly, Jexp( (h+8)c(u,v) )du --+ Jexp(hc(u,v) )du, as 5 --+ 0. 
Therefore, the integrand in (II.2) converges to 
Jc2 (u,v)f(u;v)du - (Jc(u,v)f(u;v)du) 2 , as 5 --+0. 
Applying (II.1), the inequality lex-lJ ~ Ix! (ex+l), and Lemma II.3 
with X = c(U,v) where, for each fixed v, U is a random variable with 
density f(u;v), we conclude that the integrand in (II.l) is bounded by 
~Jlc(u,v)l 2 (exp((h+B)c(u,v)) + exp(hc(u,v)))du 
~ 4Jlc(u,v)l 2 (1+exp(h1c(u,v)))du < ~. Therefore, by the dominated conver-
gence theorem, 
* c(u,v) is degenerate if it is a function of v only. 
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(11.3) 
(d/dh)µ(h) = J[/c2 (u,v)f(u;v)du - (Jc(u,v)f(u;v)du) 2 ]dv, 
which is positive for non-degenerate c. 
Lemma lI.5 
Jtn(/exp(hc (u,v))du)dv ~Jtn(/exp(hc(u,v))du)dv, 
n 
uniformly on compact subsets of I(~. 
Proof: Suppose O > h1 , h1 e 1*. We show that tn(/exp(hcn(u,v))du) 
is uniformly integrable uniformly in h, for O ~ h ~ h1 . Recall (11.1) 
and let 
A (M) = {v:/exp{hc {u,v))du ~ m) 
n n 
0 ~ J tn(/exp(hc (u,v))du)dv 
A {m) n 
n 
~ J dv{tn(J J exp{hc (u,v))dudv) - tn(J dv)) 
A (m) A (m) n A (m) 
n n n 
Since exp(hcn) ~ l+exp(h1cn) and An(m) C {v:Jexp(h1cn(u,v))du ~ m-1), 
if follows from the uniform integrability of Jexp(h1cn(u,v))du that 
ff exp(hc (µ,v))dudv 
A (m) n 
n 
can be made arbitrarily small -uniformly in h and n by selecting m 
large enough. Therefore, the last term in (11.3) is bounded by 
t 
.I 
- f dv tn(J dv), 
A (m) A {m) 
n n 
fro~ which we obtain the desired result. I 
Suppose b(u,v) is a function defined and square integrable on 
~ 
the unit square such that /b(u,v)du = 0 and that c (u,v) = b (u,v)-b (u,v), 
n n n 
where b and b are defined in (I. 3) and (I.4). Letting :(-· 
n n 
c{u,v) = b(u,v)-b(u,v), b being defined by (1.2), we have: 
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Lemma II.6 If A= {h:/Jfc(u,v)l 3exp(hlc(u,v)j-)dudv < oo}, then ACI(C). 
~ 
Proof: I(~) is the set on which 
(II.4) fflc (u,v)j 3exp(hc (u,v))dudv ~fflc(u,v)I 3exp(hc(u,v))dudv. 
n n 
Since by :(,e~ I:-.1( ·.cn(u,.v) .~ c(u,v) a.s., if 
(II.5) ff le (u,v)l 3exp(hlc (u,v)j)dudv ~Jflc(u,v)l 3exp(h\c(u,v)l)dudv, n n __ 
then le l 3exp(hlc I) is uniformly integrable*. But this clearly implies 
n n 
the uniform integrability of le !3exp(hc) which, in turn, inplies (II.4). 
n n 
Thus it is sufficient to show that (11.5) is true for every h in A. 
By Fatou's lemma we have for any h, 
lim inf /fie (u,v)l 3exp(hlc (u,v)j)dudv 
n n 
~ fflc(u,v)j 3exp(hjc(u,v)ldudv. 
On the other hand, applying Lemma I.1, 
(II.6) fflc (u,v)j 3exp(hlc (u,v)l)dudv 
n n 
1 n 1 j 3 
= E ~ E I c .. I exp ( h I c .. I ) 
n j=l J i=l niJ n1J 
1 n 1 i 3 ~ 
-
E E E I c ( U • I . , V · j ) I exp ( hE I c ( U • I . , V • I ) I ) . n j=l j i= 1 1 J J n 1 J J n 
1 n 1 j 3 ~ 
-
E E E [ I c ( U · j • , V · j ) I exp ( h I c ( U • j . , V • I ) I ) ], n j=l j i= 1 1 J J n 1 J J n 
* , Loeve (15] p. 163 C. 
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• 
by Lemma II. 3 (with X = I c(U., . ,V • I ). J 3 and g(x) = exp(hx)). Since 
. 1 J J n, 
~ 
~-
~ 
the last term of (II.6) equals JJlc(u,v)! 3 exp(hlc(u,v)l)dudv, the 
lemma is proved. 
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(III.1) 
(III .2) 
Appendix III Probability Limit of n-%TrJ£,2. 
Let !i' ! 2 , .•• , ~n' lj = (Xj,Yj), j = 1, .•• ,n, be a sample from 
He and let Hn(x,y) be the empirical cdf corresponding to the sample; 
i.e., nH (x,y) 
n 
is the nu_mber of sample points to the left of and below 
the point (x,y). F (x) = H (x,oo) 
n n 
is the empirical cdf of the X-coordinate 
of the sample points. Clearly H (X.) 
n I\MJ is the(# quadrant) layer-rank 
of X. and F (X.) is the rank of X. among x1 , ... , Xn; thus, recalling J n J J 
the definition of- t(j) (p. 5), we have: 
n!"'\T (c) -1 n d t(j) j = n E 
' n+l ) n WI j=l n J+l 
-1 n nH (X. ,Y .) nF (X.) E d ( n J J n J ) = n j=l n nFn(Xj)+l n+l 
Let Pe denote the probability measure induced by an infinite 
sequence of observations from He· It seems evident, in view of the 
Glivenko-Cantelli Lemma, that the only reasonable ~0-probability limit 
of n-~ (c) is: 
n Aloi\ 
Tl ( e) = 
C 
where F0(x). = H0(x,oo); nevertheless, we were not able to find very 
satisfactory sufficient conditions that this be the case and are forced 
to offer the following somewhat impractical result: 
Leanna III.l If 
nH nF nH nF 
(i) Jf[cn(nF :1 ' n+~ ) - c(nF :1 ' n+~ ) ]dHn ~ O 
n n 
in probability as n ~co, 
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• 
(ii) as n ""'co, ... 
and(:.: .. 
(iii) if the right side of (III.2) is finite, then n-~ (c) ~~ (0) 
n Mt C 
in P0-probability. 
Proof: 
... 
of n independent and identically distributed random variables with 
finite mean, ~ (0), the result follows from the weak law of large numbers. I 
C 
The simplest way to satisfy (i) is to set cnij = c(j!l , n;l ); 
however, in several important applicatio~,in particular Kendall's T-
statistic, we have a sequence C: 
""" 
such that suplc (u,v)I ~ m < co 
~,v n 
for 
all n and c (u,v) ~c(u,v) uniformly in u and v on any set of the 
n 
form v ~ v0 > 0. In this case, for any v0 > O, 
~ sup fc (u,v)-c(u,v)I + m f dF ""' IIIV'0 , almost surely (P0). 
v~vO n (Fn~vO} n 
Consequently, condition (i) of Lemma (III.1) holds. 
Because of the boundedness of c, (iii) holds, and we now show that 
if c is continuous on the unit square, then (ii) holds. 
denote the empirical cdf of the sample 
Let H 
n-1 
Since suplH _1 (x,y)-H0(x,y) I ""'0 almost surely (P 0) and c is uniformly x,y n 
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continuous, it follows that 
nHn(xl,Yl) nFn(xl) Cc.... (X ) , 1 ' - , 1 ) 
n 1 
converges to zero on any set of the form {F(X1) ~ v0), v0 > O. 
Therefore (ii) holds. To summarize, we have: 
Corollary (III.2) If sup le (u,v)f ~ m < oo, n = 0,1, ... , and 
· u,v n 
en -+c uniformly on any set of the form {v ~ v0), v0 > O, then 
n-~ (c)-+ D (e), given by (III.2), in P0-probability. n~ C 
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Table t:II Weight Factors~.Eor ~ormai. S~p~es Layer-Rank Test 
j L*. j L* L* * n n n j n j L 
n,J n,j n,j n,j 
2 2 1.12833 11 2 .52452 15 2 .47797 .. 18 5 .60616:: 
3 .59534 3 .54423 6 .64814 
3 2 .84628 4 .66375 4 .59263 7 .69086 
3 1.25942 5 .73490 5 .64591 · 8 .73526 
6 .81281 6 .69712 9 .78429 
4 2 .73237 7 .90223 7 .75094 10 .83297 
3 .96020 8 1.01043 8 .80896 11 .88863 
4 1.37250 9 1.15099 9 .87314 12 .95093 
10 1.35618 10 .94612 13 1.02243 
5 2 .66794 11 1.74508 11 1.03191 14 1.10699 
3 .82898 12 1_.13728 15 1.21126 
4 1.04767 12 2 .51350 13 1.27532 16 1.34811 
5 1.45370 3 .57964 14':. 1.47747 17 1.54856 
4 .64243 15 1.85164 18 1.92709 
6 2 .62545 5 .70641 
3 .75290 6 .77479 16 2 .48125 19 2 .46454 
4 .90504 7 .85084 3 .53510 3 .51276 
5 1.11899 8 .93895 4 .58383 4 .55543 
6 1.52065 9 1.04617 5 .63103 5 .59582 
10 1.18592 6 .67862 6 .63556 
7 2 .59481 11 1.39023 7 .72798 7 .67570 
3 .70206 12 1.77734 8 .77714 8 .71707 
4 .82075 9 .83747 9 .76o45 
5 .96826 13 2 .50391 10 .90088 10 .8o668 
6 1.17928 3 .56620 11 .97326 11 .85674 
7 1.57754 4 ,...6. ~ • ol:·g.: 5 12 1.05857 12 .91187 
5 .683~8 13 1.16352 13 .97378 
8 2 .57138 6 .74410 14 1.30112 14 1.04494 
3 .66509 7 .81060 15 1.50265 15 1.12921 
4 .76370 8. "'.88533 16 1.88372 16 1.23318 
5 .877{30 9 !97246 17 1.36969 
6 1.02255 10 1.07893 17 2 .47516 18 1.56961 
7 1.23152 11 1.21802 3 .52690 19 1.94695 
8 1.62697 12 1.42154 4 .57335 
13 1.8o699 5 .61793 20 2 .45988 
9 2 .55271 6 .66247 3 .50659 
3 .63668 14 2 .49548 7 · • 70820 4 .54769 
4 .72190 3 .55451 8 .75623 5 .58637 
5 .81595 y. .60904 9 .80769 6 .62418 
6 .·.9?729 5 .66297 10 .86394 7 .66211 
7 1.07018 6 .71865 11 .92674 8 .70093 
8 1.27763 7 .778o1 12 .99863 9 • 74129 
9 1.67064 8 .84319 13 1.08355 10 .82288 
9 .91693 14 1.18812 11 .82949 
10 2 .53739 10 1.00332 15 1.32533 12 .87904 
3 .61399 11 1.10918 16 1.52629 13 .93376 
4 .68963 12 1.24771 17 1.90606 14 .99533 
5 .77031 13 1.45051 15 1.06620 
6 .86159 14 1.83441 18 2 .46962 16 1.15021 
7 .97108 i 3 .51950 17 1.25392 8 1.11266 I 4 .56379 18 1.39013 
9 1.31887 j 19 1.58955 
10 1.70972 ) :1 ! ! 20 1.96576 
: 
.. : 
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Table IV 
TJ and e values for Kendall's T for selectedth-values T T 
TJT(B) eT(0) 11T(B) eT(B) TJT( B) eT(B) 
.021389* .043472 .05223* .05000 .1400 .4109 
.022778* .031389 .05471 .05496 .1448 .4453 
.025553 ,035552 .05716* .06011 .1473* .4642 
.028326* .021248 .05958 .06544 .1502 .4866 
.01109 .022217 .06552 .07952 .1551 .5269 
.01385*·''. .023459 .07013 .09151 .1600 .5697 
.01523 ,024182 .07350* .1009 .1615* .5837 
.01661* .024973 .07461 .1041 .1651 .6180 
.01935 .026756 .08004 .1205 .1700 .6679 
.02208* .028805 .08321* .1307 .1749 .7222 
.02344* .029927 .08528 .1376 .1783* .7621 
.02480 .01112 .09032 .1554 .1801 .7830 
.02750* .01368 .09325* .1663 .1852 .8492 
.03019 .01651 .09516 .1736 .1901 .9195 
.03153* .01801 .1007 .1961 .1950 .9954 
.03286* .01958 .1025* .2037 .2000 1.082 
.03552 .02290 .1051 .2152 .2041* 1.160 
.03684* .02464 .1102 .2384 .2050 1.179 
,03946 .02832 .1126* .2501 .2185* 1.511 
.04076* .03024 .1150 .2619 ,2307* 1.978 
.04206* .03222 .1202 .2894 .2338* 2.149 
.04464 .03634 .1231* .3052 .2361* 2.295 
.04720* .04069 .1252 .3171 .2402* 2.638 
.04846* .04294 .1305 .3486 .2429* 2.965 
.04973 . 04524 .1348 . .3760 
+see (6.27) and (6.28) for definitions of TJ and e . We have selected T T 
the h-value to give TJ values in the range .005-,045 in steps of approxi-
T 
mately .005, 
* These values are included because they occur either in Table V or Table VI. 
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Table V 
T) -values for the normal likelihood-ratio test* for selected** p-values. 
z 
p = p = tan- 1(0) tan-1(0) 
0( 1+02)-\ T) (0) 0( 1+02)-\ T) ( 0) 2-,r z 2-,r z 
.05229 .028326 .021369 .7990 .1473 .5086 
.09556 .01523 .024.587 .8000 -- .5108 
.1000 
-- .oi5025 .8493 .1615 .6388 
.1468 .02344 .o 089 .9000 
-
.8304 
.1968 .03153 .01976 .9003 .1783 .8320 
.2000 .02041 .9100 
-- .BSO~ 
.2533 .04076 .03317 .9200 -- .9367 
.2998 .04846 .04708 .9300 
--
1.001 
.3000 .04716 .9400 
--
1.075 
.3515 .05716 .06593 ,9500 -- 1.164 
.4000 .08718 .9587 -.-2o41 1.258 
.4001 .06552 .08723 .9600 
-
1.273 
.4518 .07350 .1142 .9700 -- 1.414 
.4993 .08321 .1434 .9800 -- 1.614 
.5000 .1438 .9805 .2185 1.626 
,5529 .09325 .1826 .99 -- 1,959 
.6000 .2231 .9926 .2307 2.110 
.6004 .1025 .2235 .9948 ,2338 2.286 
.6499 .1126 .2701 ,9950 
--
2.304 
.6986 .1231 .3348 .9961 .2361 2.436 
.7000 -- .3367 .9981 .2402 2.785 
.... 
.7494 .1349 .4123 .9990 .2429 3,116 
• 
., ~ ti 
~-
--~ 
.... 
• 
~ 
: i 
* . ., ~ See ~xiimp_le:-:.6·.1.:{;b): .:1 ~ ~. · 
**. . . : . . . 
The_ p-values.w.ith entries ,in the second column were in fact computed by 
means ·of (6.30) -fr.om T}T(B) .values in a larger version of Table IV and correspond 
to T) (0) values in TabletV; the p-values without entries in the second column T . 
are .1(,1) .9(.0l) .99 and .995. 
Table VI 
T) (0)-values* at selected** B-values for the likelihood ratio test of 
z 
0=0 vs. 0 > 0 in the family {H0 = FG(l+B(l-F)(l-G)), 0 ~ 0 ~ 1). 
e 0/18 
.05000 .022778 
.09996 jq25553 
.1000 
.1499 ,028326 
.1997 .01109 
.2000 
.. 2494 .01385 
.2989 .01661 
.3000 
.3483 .01935 
.3975 .02208 
.4000 
.4464 .02480 
.4951 .02750 
.5000 
--
" 
*· See ( 6 0 9) .- ' / ·. . '-- . . \ . 
'l ( 0) 
z 
.031389 
.03655~ 
,015559 
.02:1249 
,0222~1 
,022228 
.023468 
.02~991 
,025028 
.026790 
.02{3863 
,028977 
.01121 
.01383 
.01411 
e 0/18 T) ( 0) 
z 
. 5435 .03019 .01672 
.5916 .03286 .01988 
.6000 .02047 
.6631 .03684 .02514 
,7000 .02812 
.7103 .03946 .02898 
.7571 .04206 ,03310 
.8000 ,03715 
.8035 .04464 .03:750 
.8495 ,04720 .04217 
.8951 .04973 ,04714 
.9000 .04770 
.9402 .05223 .05t2Z.:1 
.9848 .05471 .OB8oO 
1.000 i -- .06000 
........ -""'"'''" 
** The 0-values with entries in the second column correspond to T) {0)-
T 
values in TableIV; the 0-values without entries in the second column are 
.1(.1) 1.0. 
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Table·.:NII. 
e (0)-v•l\les:.for the normal-scares :layer~rank--test. · 
C'. 
.. 
.. 
. . .. 
. A. Against the normal B. Against the alternative 
alternative with correlation He= FG(1+0(1-F)(l-G)) , 
P = 0( 1+02)-.\ 
e ( 0) = e ( 0) = C C 
p \(11 (0) )2 e \(11 (0))2 
C C 
.1 .025020 .1 .035067 
.2 .02033 .2 .022028 
.3 .04671 .3 .024570 
.4 .08569 .4 .028140 
.5 .1399 .5 .01275 
.6 .2141 .6 .01842 
.7 .3172 .7 .02517 
.8 .4696 .8 .03303 
.9 .7361 .9 .04203 
.91 .7767 1.0 .06000 
,92 .8221 
,93 .8735 
.94 .9328 
.95 1.003 
.96 1.009 
.97 1.198 
.98 1.352 
.99 1.615 
.995 1.e,77 
Table VIII 
Weight function J of the ALMP layer test against the normal alternative*. 
.00 
.o 
.1 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.7 
.8 
.9 
.91 I 
.99 
* 
.001 
-4.131 
.oo 
-
cc, 
-2. 346 
-1.766 
-1.292 
-.8436 
-.3820 
.1268 
.7307 
1.528 
2.824 
.000 
5.019 
.000 
7 .023 
.002 
-3, 955 
.01 
-3.474 
-2.278 
-1. 716 
-1.247 
-.7985 
-.3338 
.1818 
.7993 
1.626 
3.017 
.002 
5.145 
.001 
7.217 
See Example 5,2. 
.003 .004 
-3.846 -3-764 
.02 .03 
-3,202 -3.025 
-2.213 -2 .151 
-1.666 -1. 618 
-1.202 -1.157 
--7533 -.7079 
-.2851 - .2360 
.2379 .2950 
.8698 .9425 
1. 729 1.837 
3.234 3.478 
.004 .006 
5.280 5.425 
.002 .003 
7.432 7.676 
.005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 
-3.698 -3.642 
-3-593 -3.550 -3-510 -3.474 
.04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 
-2.887 -2.771 -2.670 ~2·. 579 -2.496 -2.419 
-2.091 -2.033 -1.977 -1.922 -l.869 -1.817 
-1.570 -1.523 -1.476 -1.429 -l.383 -l.338 
-1.112 -l.067 -1.023 -.9780 -,9333 -.8885 
- .6623 -.6164 -,5702 - . 5237 -.4769 -.4296 
-.1862 -.1359 -.0849 - .0332 · .0193 .0726 
.3532 .4126 
-11-733 . 5353 .5988 .6639 
:· 1.017 :·1.094 1.175 1.258 1.344 1.434 
1.952 2.073 2.202 2.340 2.488 2.649 
3.759 4.090 4.496 5.019 5.757 7.023 
.008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 
5.583 5.757 5,949 6.165 6.408 6.690 .. I 
.004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 
7.959 8.293 8.702 9.229 9.972 11.231 
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